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Eco-ftiendly project aims
to provide students with
isolated relaxation.
BILLY THOMSEN
Staff Writer

JENNY MASON
News Editor

LIZ HUNTCR/stafT

PROJECT ISOLATION: A floating hermitage, the product of a design
challenge for architecture students, can be seen in the reflection pond.

Many students have undoubtedly noticed the floating constructs
located in the reflection pond in
front of the library.
These constructs are hermitage
design projects by sophomore
architecture students created to
provide an environmentally safe
sanctuary from the commotion of
everyday life.
The goal of the project assigned
by Professor Chong-Zi Chen was
to design a hermitage that could
be used to isolate an individual
from the outside environment in
urban areas, providing relaxation
and a respite from stress.
Hermitages were designed to
allow a person to work and relax
in three body positions while providing views to the outside environment. Students were restricted
to using only natural or recyclable
materials in the construction of
the hermitage.
"We tried to think beyond
conventional building materials
like concrete and wood," said
Chen. "Using natural and recycled materials is advantageous
because they are sustainable and

environmentally friendly."
The use of recycled material is
a common design technique that
seeks to conserve energy and consumable materials.
Despite the limitations on material use, students still emphasized
form and function in the design of
their hermitages.
"We focused on using aesthetically pleasing materials while
coming up with an effective
design to do our part to save the
environment," said sophomore
architecture student Louis Lacio.
The completed hermitages were
composed of a variety of materials including bamboo, straw, and
various plastics.
Lacio's group used empty twoliter bottles and noted how their
hermitage's interaction with light
produced an eye-catching shimmering effect.
Lacio hopes that the exhibit of
the projects in the reflection pond
is the first of many displays of the
work of architecture students.
"We'd like to permanently
display some of our projects in
areas like bus stops or Bowman
Field that are highly trafficked by
students," said Lacio. "We'd like
students to be able to enjoy our
projects and use them to take a
break from their day."

SEE

HERMITAGE, PAGE A8

Redfern raises alcohol awareness
Stories ofhow alcohol has affected lives
were shared on paper bricks last week
HEATHER DOWELL
Staff Writer

After the week ended, all the bricks were
collected and are currently being organized
to display as a "brick" wall. The Brick Wall
event was designed for students, faculty, staff
or community members — anyone who wrote
was invited to participate in the event.
The location for display has not been decided,
but a list of possible locations being considered
are Hendrix and the Union.
"We wanted to raise awareness by letting

people know that others share the same experiences with alcohol, whether good, bad or indifferent so they are not alone no matter what their
experience is," said Michael Boiling, a Redfern
Health Education Center graduate assistant in
charge of managing the Alcohol Awareness
Week events.
"It was very visual and powerful," Cauthen

Last week, National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week was honored across the
country. The Redfern Health Education Center
SEE BRICKS, PAGE A5
honored the week with a series of events at
Clemson.
The events were a collaboration of many
different people and organizations on campus,
but were a student-driven effort, according to
Kathy Cauthen, a Redfern Health Educator primarily in charge of alcohol awareness.
The events were sponsored by Redfern
Health Center but were a collaboration of
efforts.
Among the contributors to the Alcohol
Awareness programs last week were Clemson
students, the First Year Experience program,
the Interfraternity Council, the Residence Hall
Association, Clemson's Community Coalition
and the Student Affairs staff. Also contributing to the efforts were local vendors Bi-Lo,
Walmart and Ingles.
The Anderson County Alternative School
also donated time and goods.
The Redfern Health Education Center
planned the week to have a focus event each
day. The Brick Wall was the week's event for
Wednesday and Thursday.
The Brick Wall was created as a tool to raise
awareness about alcohol on campus by allowing people to pick up a red piece of paper cut
like a brick from different locations on campus
during the week. Then, the person could write
their story of how alcohol has affected them or BEER BASH: As another project for Alcohol Awareness Week, the Health Education Center hosted a root
someone they know on the paper brick.
beer bash with the chance for students to try goggles that simulated being under the influence of alcohol.
INDEX
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To find out different ways to have fun
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Students design
floating hermitage

Clemson s only transgender
faculty member speaks about
her personal experiences.

SEE TEAGUE, PAGE A6

OPINION: Stem cell research deserves a chance, Cl

UNIVERSITY

Lecture
aims to
educate
Last week Clemson University
held its first transgender seminar in
the Lee Hall auditorium. The lecture was presented by the Clemson
University Gay-Straight Alliance
(CGSA).
"CGSA wanted to contribute to
the intellectual climate of the campus
and offer information on an oftenmisunderstood subject," said Chad
Skelton, Co-President of CGSA.
"As Clemson University evolves, we
all must strive to be more informed
about our increasingly diverse campus."
Gypsey Teague was the guest
speaker for the lecture. Teague
is the branch head of the Gunnin
Architectural Library located in Lee
Hall, and six years ago she experienced a change that is only starting
to become understood in the medical
world as a medical disorder.
'Transgender' is a term that
stands for multiple groups of people,
including transsexuals, cross-dressers, transvestites
and drag queens
or kings. For
the purposes of
her discussion,
Teague
used
'transgender'
to mean 'transsexual,'
or
an
individual
whose mental
GYPSEY
sex image and
TEAGUE
physical
sex
image are not the same and who
then takes measures to make the two
images the same.
As far as wanting to change to
become a member of the opposite
sex, "most transgenders don't have
a choice," Teague said. According to
Teague, there are multiple explanations for causes of gender identity
disorder. A serious trauma to a mother might produce a sharp increase in
hormones that could affect her fetus.
Or, like Teague, a transgender child
might result from the drugs a mother
takes, drugs like Diethylstillbestrol.
There are other genetic sources as
well.
Before its effects were fully
realized, pregnant mothers were
prescribed a drug known as
Diethylstillbestrol (DES) because it
was thought that it would reduce the
chance of miscarrying. Exposure to
DES has been linked to cause cancer,
bipolar disorder, depression, manic
attacks and gender identity disorder.
The drug was finally banned in 1974,
but not before four million mothers
were prescribed the drug.
According to Teague, studies have
shown that one in four males bom to
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NationalView
Rosa Parks dies at 92
Rosa Parks, one of the first female civil rights leaders of her time, died
Monday in Detroit, Michigan. Gregory Reed, a longtime friend of Parks
and attorney, said Parks died between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. of natural causes.
She was 92. Parks' prominencein history began in December 1955 when
she refused to give up her seat on a bus to a white man in Montgomery,
Alab. Her arrest sparked a 381-day boycott of the bus system by blacks
that was organized by a 26-year-old Baptist minister, the Reverend Martin
Luther King Jr. Parks faced countless threats and lost her department
store job because of her activism. Parks later moved from Alabama to
Detroit in 1957 and joined the staff of U.S. Representative John Conyers,
a Michigan Democrat. Reed called Parks "a lady of great courage." Parks
co-founded the Rosa and Raymond Parks Institute for Self Development
to help young people pursue educational opportunities, get them registered
to vote and work toward racial peace. Even into her 80s, Parks was
active on the lecture circuit, speaking at civil rights groups and accepting
awards, including the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1996 and the
Congressional Gold Medal in 1999. "This medal is encouragement for
all of us to continue until all have rights," she said at the June 1999
ceremony for the latter medal. Parks was the subject of the documentary
"Mighty Times: The Legacy of Rosa Parks," which received a 2002 Oscar
nomination for best documentary short.

GlobalPerspective
Operation Iraqi Freedom in right direction, says Bush
The U.S. military death toll in Iraq reached 2,000 Tuesday with the reports
of three new deaths. President Bush prepared the nation for more casualties,
saying, "the defense of freedom is worth our sacrifice." The U.S. military
count came as Iraqi election officials announced that the country's draft
constitution won approval in a nationwide referendum. The passage,
viewed as a key step toward the establishment of Iraqi democracy, paves the
way for an election for a new parliament in December. The U.S. military
Tuesday said Staff Sgt. George T. Alexander Jr., 34, of Killeen, Texas,
died Saturday from injuries sustained earlier in the week when a roadside
bomb detonated near his Bradley fighting vehicle in Samarra, raising the
U.S. death toll in the two-and-a-half-year-old war to 2,000. Lt. Col. Steven
Boylan, chief spokesman for the U.S. military in Iraq, bashed media
coverage for focusing on the 2,000 figure, saying that "the true milestones
of this war are rarely covered or discussed." "The 2,000 service members
killed in Iraq supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom is not a milestone," he
said. "It is an artificial mark on the wall set by individuals or groups with
specific agendas and ulterior motives." In Washington, the Senate paused
in silence to honor the Americans who died in Iraq, after which members
of both parties praised the troops for their sacrifice. The Iraq Body Count
— a London-based group comprised of academics, human rights and antiwar activists — estimates between 26,690 and 30,051 civilians in Iraq
have been killed since the start of hostilities in March 2003. The estimate is
based on compiled media accounts.

NewsByNumbers

Eddie Smith
ns Studies Professor
Jenny Mason: What is your
favorite Clemson sport?

embarassing thing that has
happened to you as professor?

Eddie Smith: Baseball. The
slow-paced Friday afternoons
watching the boys of summer.

ES: I taught a whole class with
my fly open and no one told
me.

JM: Do you think Clemson
should change its cheering
traditions?

JM: If you had to get a tattoo,
what would it be and where
would you put it?

ES: I was bothered by the
woo-hoo at the start, but it has
become such a part of the fight
song that I would miss it now,
I think.

ES: I have never really thought
about a tattoo ... They're cool
when you're young, but when
gravity and Little Debbie
snacks catch up, the coolness
fades.

JM:What is the most

Graduate pens song
Clemson alumnus wins opportunity
to play on stage with Charlie
Daniels.
CAROLINE STONE

Staff Writer
Dallas Burnett did not spend the week of
Fall Break in the mountains or at the beach.
In fact, he was working at his full-time sales
job in Spartanburg, S.C. But Burnett, a
recent Clemson University graduate, might
have had a more exciting week than any current Clemson student had. Burnett was waiting to hear if he was the grand prize winner
in a country songwriting contest.
This past Tuesday he found out that he
won the competition, and he will be playing
onstage with Charlie Daniels at an upcoming concert in New York City.
Burnett learned about the contest, which
was sponsored by Prilosec OTC, through
a songwriting e-mail list. Although he said
he was hesitant at first, Burnett decided to
give it a try.
"I just decided to jump into it," Burnett
said. "I'd never competed before."
When he did not hear back for a time
after submitting his work, Burnett said he
"dismissed it." The next day he received a
phone call notifying him that he was a finalist. Burnett's music and picture were then
displayed on the competition's web-site,
and voting began.
Through Burnett's Clemson connection,
professors, students and alumni encouraged their friends and acquaintances to
vote. Some even sent out online messages
through Facebook.
"I am humbled and thankful for all the
support," Burnett said.
Burnett was driving home from Atlanta

when someone from the contest called to tell
him he won. She asked him if he had "time
to talk."
"I thought, 'Of course I have time to talk.' I
went crazy," he said. "She worried I would run
off the road. I was pumped."
Burnett won the competition with the song
"Love Found Me." He said that he wrote the
song for his wife after their first date.
Burnett has been writing and performing
music since he was a teenager growing up
in Inman, S.C. He said he began songwriting
after a high school friend introduced him to
the guitar.
Burnett graduated from Clemson University
in 2003 after completing his undergraduate
degree in polymer textile chemistry and earning his master's degree in civil engineering.
While at Clemson, he performed his songs at
Edgar's and a coffee shop downtown in the
building that once housed Uptown Sushi.
According to Burnett, many artists have
influenced his music. Among the "classics,"
he credits James Taylor and John Denver, but
he said "newer" artists such as John Mayer
and Allison Krauss have also made their mark
on his work. He said he enjoys any music that
is "fresh or clever."
As part of the contest, award-winning songwriter Phil Vassar will create an arrangement
for Burnett's song. On Nov. 11, Dallas will
play his song "Love Found Me" with Charlie
Daniels at the Roseland Ballroom in New
York City.
"I am a fan (of Charlie Daniels). He is the
man," Burnett said.
Additionally, Burnett and his wife will
attend the Country Music Association Awards
in New York on Nov. 15. The contest will
provide them with spending money, travel
accommodations and hotel lodgings.

number of days into baseball season before Chicago Cubs were written off
as pennant contenders

age most people stop believing in politicians

3,506
number of men who have written letters proposing marriage to Vanna
White

$47,500
salary of average pro wrestler per year

2,478,644
number of people that believe TV evangelists are trustworthy
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E-mailJenny at
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External funding increases research ability
State programs andprivate
companies help increase
reasearch funding.
JOHN LUPTON

Staff Writer
In the 2004-2005 academic
year, Clemson University's external funding for research jumped
up ten percent to a total of $125.6
million.
This year's increase came
mostly from the state government
stepping up to meet grants from
the private sector, according to
Vice President for Research and
Economic Development Chris
Przirembel.

"This year particularly, growth
has come from both the state and
the private sector," he said. "In the
past we were at 80 percent or more
from the Federal government."
According to Przirembel the
university is now only receiving along the lines of 60 percent
of its grant money from federal
organizations like the National
Science Foundation, Department
of Defense and Department of
Health and Human Services.
He said this drop was due to the
war in Iraq's increasing demands
on the federal budget.
While the federal budget has
been shrinking, the state has
implemented
programs
like

Research Centers of Economic
Excellence, which provides that
the government of South Carolina
will match every dollar that its
research schools receive from private businesses.
Przirembel said that this
year's growth "certainly reflects
increased interest both from
the state and the private sector
... Leaders have recognized the
need for South Carolina to grow
a knowledge-based society. A
research university is a magnet
for companies coming to South
Carolina."
The kind of companies that
Przirembel is referring to are
ones like BMW or Timken, which

recently became a research partner
with Clemson, planning to locate
facilities at the Clemson-ICAR
campus in Greenville.
The Timken project has barely
started getting off the ground, and
Przirembel said it should spur a
lot of progress here at Clemson
and around the state by creating
new jobs.
While Timken has just begun
plans to locate at the Greenville
campus, it already has five manufacturing plants in the state that it
will be providing for.
But this is just one among the
many projects that grant money is
funding. Various other projects are
located in the new facilities at the

Clemson Research Park.
Przirembel said that while this
past year was a good one, there is
still a long way to go if Clemson is
going to realize its goal $150 million in external funding by 2008.
"I think it's a stretch goal, but I
believe we can reach it," he said,
pointing out that when President
Barker began his tenure, his original goal was to reach $100 million
by 2010.
But he also said that the purpose
of gaining all this revenue needs to
be remembered.
"The real bottom line is that it
supports research for both graduate and undergraduate students,"
he said.

Top 20 costs more Students tear down hate
for business majors
Students currently in the
Business college pay an
additonal $500 a semester.
GABRIELLE LAHATTE

Staff Writer
For the past several years, Clemson
has strived to become a Top 20 university. In its pursuit of excellence, it has
asked its students to dig a little deeper
in their pockets, so that the university
has the resources to make its dream
a reality. This goal to transform the
university is shared throughout all colleges at Clemson. In April 2004, the
College of Business and Behavioral
Sciences reflected on what it could do
to be better as well.
Applying the same criteria used by
US News and World Report to evaluate a university, the college saw it was
severely lacking in some areas.
"In line with the university's pursuit
of Top 20, it was obvious for the university to make progress, this college
had to make progress, because it's such
a big part of the university," Thomas
Yandle, professor and Interim Dean of
the Business and Behavioral Sciences
College said, explaining the process.
For example, the college had a
greater percentage of large classes
than the university as a whole, had
fewer stand-alone honor courses and
had backlisted students for several
courses in economics, finance, sociology, and psychology.
"Our students are Top 20 in quality,
but what we were providing them was
not a Top 20 experience. The only way
to do that was to get more resources.
The only way to get resources was
to raise the price," Yandle explained.
The additional fee is currently $500 a
semester, but next year will be $650,
and gradually rise to $1000 a semester. This additional fee only applies to
juniors and seniors, because they are
taking the upper level business and
behavioral sciences classes.
After the decision to create an additional fee, the college held a meeting
with more than 120 students in order
to identify the students' priorities.
The students emphasized the need for
increased availability of courses and
the offering of more seminars. The
college's next step was to educate the
parents, major students, and non-major
students about the upcoming changes.
Despite their best efforts, there is still
confusion.
"I was kind of unhappy, because
it was not really clear what the fees
were for, they just said it was to help
us have a better Business Department
and I wasn't sure what exactly that
was going to and how this was going
to help us," said Brynn DeHay, a junior
accounting major. Yandle admits there
is a communication challenge, but he
encourages anyone to contact him to
discuss the new fees.
Yandle also discussed the new fees
with the Faculty Senate to explain
the logic behind the college's decision, because other colleges would
be affected by this decision as well.
There was some interest in the idea,

WEEKLY
BARKERism...

especially for specialized areas; for
example, classes in high demand.
There is already difference in tuition
for graduate programs, and this may
become a viable alternative for colleges to generate revenue if state funding continues to decrease.
After educating the Clemson community about the new fees, the college challenged each department to
submit proposals on how to improve
the experiences of juniors and seniors.
More than 60 new initiatives were
funded for this year, and this contest
of funding will continue each year to
encourage better and brighter ideas.
The new improvements to the college this year include more courses
offered, more sections, more seminars, new software, more stand-alone
honors courses, wireless capability, expanded services for junior and
seniors at the advising center and the
backlisted classes have been reduced
to only Sociology 201. In addition,
almost every department requested
and received funding that enables
their students to travel to professional
meetings and pay for memberships to
professional associations as they are
approaching graduation.
The college has also created a
program for seniors called Horizons.
It is a series of short courses, not for
credit, that help to prepare seniors for
the working world. Courses deal with
topics such as money management
and types of MBA programs offered.
A popular course this semester is an
etiquette dinner at the Madren Center,
where during a full course meal, someone instructs you on the proper customs and rules for a business dinner.
With these enhancements, Yandle
promised every student: "There will be
an increase in your lifetime earnings."
"If you're going to graduate school, the
graduate program you get into will be
better than it would have been if you
had not had this enhanced program,"
said Yandle
Despite the additional fees, Yandle
believes business students should realize many other students pay laboratory
or supply fees for example, while most
business students do not.
"When we compared the fees paid
by a student majoring in architecture
for example, our fees are lower," he
said.
Still, many business students have
not seen these new improvements and
believe perhaps maybe not enough is
being done. An anonymous graphic
communications student explained,
"We have denied a lot of professors'
tenure ... because we don't have the
money for it."
The student continued to explain
that despite the program's ranking as
third in the nation, "We get gypped a
little bit."
The students will have an opportunity to voice their opinions at the end
of this semester and every semester
following in a survey produced by
the marketing and sociology departments. The college hopes these results
will help keep the students' changing
priorities first.

LET IT OUT: As apart of National Coming-Out Day on Oct. 11, the Clemson GayStraight Alliance encouraged students to share feelings of hate towards any group,
general or specific, on a brick wall on Bowman Field. CGSA then tore down the wall,
thus symbolizing the attempt to destroy hate and discrimination.
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Parking
Services

Thank you for helping to keep Clemson's campus clean by
picking up personal trash after the Temple football game.
• Keep in mind that ADA parking is reserved only
for people with valid ADA placards or liscense plates.
• Improper/Illegal use of another person's ADA placard
is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Fines and court costs
associated with illegally parking in an ADA
spot are $440.
• Anyone who brings a vehicle on campus must display
a valid permit, clearly displayed on the lower left corner
of the bumper or window, or hanging from the rear view
mirror.
• If Parking Services is closed, a temporary permit may be
obtained from the University Police Department
• No student is allowed to park in a regular
visitor space or a metered visitor space.

Avoid Tickets, Park Stress Free.
www. stuaff. clemson. edu/par king/

"I have concluded that our best path to the Top 20 is to build on our distinctive qualities. " September I. 2005
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is traveling slowly through the ominous weather on the deserted
road when suddenly through the beam of the headlights, you see a
dark, wretched looking figure standing off to the side in the pouring rain. This is exactly what you might experience if you were to
now the county museum.
travel on Highway 107, just outside of Walhalla, S. C, on a dark,
For anyone brave or curious enough to explore this tale,
rainy night.
legend
has it that the wife's ghost can be seen in the second
There are quite a few ghost stories and legends that speak of
floor window of the semi-circular tower, on the right side of
"real" haunted places in the towns and areas surrounding Clemson.
the building, during a full moon.
One of these infamous places is a two-mile stretch of road near the
The small town of Westminster just outside of Seneca,
Piedmont Overlook on Highway 107.
South
Carolina, is also home to a few local legends. Toccoa
A book titled "South Carolina Ghosts" by Nancy Roberts gives
Presbyterian Church, located on the edge of Westminster on
an account of this story. Roberts tells of numerous instances of a
Highway 24, is another site where strange things occur. The
man seen hitchhiking down Highway 107 on late nights with bad
church doors arc usually unlocked. Legend has it that anyweather.
one who walks in the church and deliberately tries to cany
Some individuals who have encountered this man firsthand, by
something out of it will be unable to do so. The object that is
stopping to offer him a ride, claim that he is extremely grim in
-- taken from the church will suddenly become too heavy
appearance. He is always drenched from head t(
10 cany. If anyone tries to light a cigarette lighter inside the
out in the rain, and for those polite few that offer him a ride, little
church, the lighter will mysteriously fall apart.
pools of water will collect in the car as it streams off of his long,
Some legends can even be found on campus. One of these
dark coat.
legends
is found right in the heart of the University at the John
Those who have encountered the hitchhiker also claim that his
C. Calhoun house.
face is expressionless and blank. Apparently when he is offered
"I've heard recently that if you go into the Calhoun house
a ride, the hitchhiker asks to be dropped off only two miles from
before you graduate, then you'll end up not graduating at all,"
where he is first picked up on Highway 107. When he gets out of
Sharon Radomski, a Clemson student said.
the car at his desired destination, many claim that he does not say
Another legend can be found just behind the John C. Calhoun
one word of'goodbye' or 'thanks' and vanishes soon afterwards.
House at Riggs Hall.
Who is this mysterious hitchhiker often seen walking down
"I heard that the faces on the out- . side of the building
Highway 107 just outside of Walhalla on dark, rainy nights? Many
are
supposed to be the faces of
people believe that he is the ghost of Larry Stevens. Stevens fell to
some of
the
old
architecture
professors
his death in a plane crash near Highway 107 in the 1950s.
fro m
Clemson.
These
profesIn her book, Roberts also recounts the story of another legend
sors
made it really hard for
from the surrounding area. The Sullivan building on the campus of
students to pass their Anderson College was once the home of the college presidents.
classes. The faces
Today, the building is used for other campus-related purposes,
%*
are supposed to be
but encounters of the ghost of a past president's daughter have
watching over the
been witnessed in this building. Many accounts tell of hearing a
students at Clemson
piano play and a girl singing. The girl is believed to have commitft
today and apparently
ted suicide inside the old home when she found out that her father
(
they are still making it
did not approve of her fiance.
hard for students to pass
Local folklore focuses on the Pickens County Museum, located
classes in that building,"
at 307 Johnson Street, in downtown Pickens. This is another infaRadomski said.
mous spot in the surrounding area with strange occurrences. In
So, if you're in the mood
the 1800s the museum was the actual home of the first sheriff of
for a real scare this time of
Pickens County and his family.
year, these are just a few
While living in this home, the wife of the sheriff became very
places around the area where you
sick from a disease she contracted from the family's well located
just
might find one.
just outside of the home. Today, the wife's ghost haunts what is
•■...,....
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said. "We got lots of different responses.
People had positive messages, which
wanted everyone to remember to be careful. There were also negative messages and
messages and just simply saying 'don't drink
and drive.'"
Cauthen said the most interesting brick
was filled out by a lady that published an
alcohol-related paper on the Internet. When
members of her family she had never met
saw her name, they contacted her to be
reuinted.
"This was the most unique brick I saw created. Because of the subject of alcohol, she
found her family." Cauthen said.
Another interesting story came from a professor from Germany who wrote about the
different drinking ages and how that makes
the culture different in Germany from that
in America. Cauthen said there were also
many powerful statements of alcohol affecting family members with alcohol-related
diseases.
To reach an even wider group, Boiling

and some friends went around on a golf cart
last week asking people to fill out bricks
that may not have had a chance to pick up
a brick at a designated location. Boiling said
that they got a good response.
"Everyone was contributing in some
way," Boiling said. "That was the amazing
thing about this. It was not aimed just at students — it was aimed at the Clemson community. Members of the community wanted
to contribute too, and thought it was a good
idea." Clemson is developing a face to face
campaign started by the Alcohol Task Force,
Community Coalition and the Redfern
Health Education Center. Those involved
want to be out there reaching students right
where they are.
"We really want to do as much alcohol
safety as we can face to face," Cauthen
said. "We feel like the more we can meet
students where they are at the more chance
we have to get the message out that safety
is our top priority. We feel like that is really
important."

"It definitely raises awareness," Boiling
said. "A lot of people think the goal is to convince students to not drink. I think our goal is
to make people more conscious of how they
drink and to drink more safely."
Cauthen said because of the face to face
outreaches they see a number of students that
will come in and ask for help that normally
wouldn't do so, or a friend will bring in a
friend. "Friends helping friends is probably
the best thing our students can do," Cauthen
said. "It doesn't just take outreach; it is in
combination with everything our campus is
doing for safety — time in classrooms, community talking to community, environmental
efforts and counseling."
Parvin Lewis, the Director of Health
Education said according to the CORE survey (which finds the number of drinks per
week students have), Clemson went from 64
percent of students engaging in "high risk,"
defined as four or more drinks in one sitting
for girls and five or more drinks in one sitting for males per week, to 46 percent from

2004 to 2005. Lewis credits the drop to a
number of people making an effort to not
only teaching alcohol alternatives but also
drinking safety measures.
"I think we give the credit to a lot of
things," Lewis said. "We were a lot more
visible; we reached more students through
parents, classrooms, organizations and the
Alcohol Awareness Force made goals.
Others helping are the Clemson
Community Coalition, the law enforcement, peer educators, judicial services, more
enforcements more arrests, more thorough
class education, more intervention and counseling, and the whole community pitching
in, not just Redfern." According to Cauthen,
in addition to alcohol awareness week, the
Education team is invited to CU 101 classes,
Personal Growth and Development classes
for student athletes, fraternity and sorority
events and many community events, including three alcohol forums offered recently for
the community, faculty, staff and students to
offer their views on alcohol.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
My Fellow Tigers,
Clemson's Undergradate Student Government is lobbying on your behalf, and we need your help! In order for us to successfully get our message across to state
legislators, we would like for you to write a one page description about how the decrease in state funding for higher education has had a personal effect on your
college educational experience. Please include what you love about Clemson Univeristy and what changes you would like to see made by our legislators in
Columbia. In your story, please describe what sacrifices or changes you feel you have made as a student in order to compensate for the lack of state
funding (which has impacted tuition).
You, as a student, deserve to have a top quality education and we would like to make sure that this continues. With your help, we can communicate to our
legislators that they "need to make higher education a priority when it comes to funding.
Please send your story to William Beaman, Undergraduate Governmental Affairs Director, at wbeaman@clemson.edu as an attached Microsoft Word document
by FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4th.
We greatly appreciate your honesty and willingness to aid in our quest for making higher education a priority within the state legislature.
The following information needs to be included with your story: Name, Email, Institution, Class Standing. Please keep in mind that your story will be published
and read by legislators in Columbia.
ForClemson,

i'.:[(.

.'

Si

William B. Beaman
Undergraduate Governmental Affairs Director

PATO ADVERTISEMENT

Perby Queen Winners
1st Place: Mary Holwan
2nd Place: Mallory Cook
3rd Place: Jessie Hierstein
4th Place: Kate Ranken

Sorority Winners
1st Place: Kappa Kappa Camma
2nd Place: Alpha Pelta Pi
3rd Place: Chi Omega
4th Place: Pelta Zeta

Thanks to everyone who participated in
the week's activities, we were able to raise
Children's
Miracle v Network11
over ? t XO 00 for the Children's Miracle Network.
hospitals

helping

kids
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Judges choose 11 finalists
in homecoming pageant

Have something to say?
E-mail Jenny at
news@thetigernews.com

The student body will vote
on the eleven ladies next
week.
MAGGIE MUSGRAVE

Staff Writer
Three weeks ago, the Clemson
University Student Government
hosted the 2005 Homecoming
pageant in the Brooks Center
Auditorium. The line formed outside the Brooks Center doors at 6
p.m. for the event, which began at
7:30. As members of Clemson's
student body filled the auditorium, proud parents, professors,
students, alumni, all were eager
for a night of entertainment.
The pageant consisted of 35
ladies that represented different organizations on campus.
All clubs and organizations are
allowed to sponsor a representative to compete. The pageant is
the third step of the process. After
being elected to represent a group,
the contestant goes through the
interview round. Then there is

S>e~<zov\c\ ^\v\v\i\o\
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Tony 13. Olaes
memorial
blood dnive
Tony fought for his country
and his community,
Oconnee County in
Afghanistan; come show
your support and * Jjiv©

TEAGUE

the gift of life.*

31st, 2005
9am - 2pm
Seneca Shaver Complex
I Past Seneca Fire Station
on 4th street on right
side of the road.

Call Tommy Byrd
(864) 324-9633

give the
gift of life.

25, 2008

the three-hour practice the day
before. "We had to practice for
three hours how to stand, walk
our routes and our alignment. I
never thought pageants required
this much work," said Candace
Finley, a representative for Blue
Key and a finalist in the pageant.
The masters of ceremonies were
Communication Studies Professor
Eddie Smith and former Miss
Greater Greer, Mandy Ticknor.
After a performance by the
Clemson Rally Cats, the pageant was ready to begin with the
parade of contestants, where each
contestant walked around the
stage. Following the parade was
the casual wear round. The girls
came out in casual wear as Smith
and Ticknor read off the ladies
numerous activities.
"I feel like Bart Simpson compared to these girls," said Smith.
Following the casual round
was a performance by Take
Note, Clemson's all-girl a capella
group, which lead into the formal
wear round. The contestants were
escorted to the stage in their eve-

ning gowns. After each contestant
successfully crossed the stage, it
was time for the judges to decide.
During the wait, Clemson's
TIGERROAR performed for the
crowd with some melodies.
The four pageant judges
included Fike Recreation Human
Resource Assistant, Stephanie
Ellison; Co-Advisor of Blue
Key, Rusty Guill; Professor of
Marketing, Christopher Hopkins;
and Local Executive Director
of the Miss Clemson Pageant
and Scholarship fund, Ladonne
Rogers.
The judges picked 11 finalists who will be voted on by the
student body during Homecoming
Week. The queen will be crowned
at the TigerRama celebration on
Nov. 4th.
"My favorite part about the
pageant was being able to meet
so many accomplished people
who were in involved in so many
different activities," said Finley.
"Making new friends and learning
new things is always fun."

This was the hardest part in the
whole process of transitioning from
a male to a female, said Teague, who
is Clemson's first transgender faculty
member. She said that the general concept that a transgender person is a man
feeling like he is trapped in a woman's
body or a woman feeling trapped in a
man's body is wrong.
"It wasn't a choice," said Teague.
"In about four weeks I lost the ability to think male. It was awful. It was
the last thing I wanted to do because I
didn't understand it."
This difficulty of understanding
what is happening and being disowned
from families, friends and society is
what Teague says leads to transgenders
having the highest suicide attempt rate
and the second-highest suicide success
rate of any single group.
This is one of Teague's motivating factors in initiating the lecture at
Clemson and, in part, why she has
spent the last 20 years helping to counsel other transgenders the world over.
"My number one goal is to
keep transgenders from committing suicide," said Teague, who has
experienced hate mail, death threats

and discrimination as a result of her
transition.
The general response at Clemson
has been a good one, though, said
Teague, who wanted to move here
20 years ago and then finally made
the move after being offered a job
by Clemson. The classroom was full
of students, faculty and alumni who
came to listen to Teague speak on her
and others' experiences.
Skelton felt this attendance strongly
represented the kind of community
Clemson is growing to be.
"The students, faculty, staff, administration and community members
who attended the Transgender Seminar
are testaments to the University's
prevalent interest, understanding and
acceptance of Clemson's cosmopolitan community," he said.
Junior biological sciences major,
Erik Howard thought the lecture provided an opportunity for students to
leam about a little known topic.
"A lecture like this opens people's
eyes and provides a chance for people
to leam about a subject that not many
people are knowledgeable about," he
said.

FROM PAGE A1

mothers given DES have some form of
gender identity disorder.
This new data on DES points
those such as Teague to believe that
"the transgender individual may be
pre-determined in as early as the first
trimester."
"If this is true than transgenders
may be genetically created by an
internal chemical source that they are
unable to prevent," said Teague.
Not all DES children will develop
these conditions. According to Teague,
it is based on the right genes and hormones triggered that will determine
whether or not a person will develop
a disorder.
For Teague, once a male, her change
was triggered by hormones that he was
prescribed for testicular cancer. In her
lecture, Teague said that enough hormones can make a male wake up one
morning and forget what it is like to be
male. She likened it to someone who
has spoken English all their life and
then one day wakes up only speaking
German.
"You remember being able to speak
English, but today you can only speak
German," she said.

n

n

Sponsored by
Oconnee Mental Health

2 Beef'n
Cheddars ■
Put your life in drive.
for $4 I Register
at www.fordcollegehq.com for a chance to win a
new 2006 Ford Fusion, and other cool prizes instantly.
I
"Accepting Tiger ■
2006 Ford Fusion
and Other Great Vehicles!

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING

LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES (D.C.) 18 YEARS AND OLDER. VOID IN FLORIDA AND WHERE PROHIBITED

Stripe Card*!*

I

Promotion ends 12/31/2005. For Official Rules, prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit
www.fordc6Kegehq.com. Sponsor: Ford Motor Company, One American Road, Dearborn, MI 48126.

864-654-88051
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IPThe following are arrests that were made by the
Clemson University Police Department from
Thursday, Oct. 6 to Wednesday, Oct. 26.

■;

***

3:22 a.m., Joshua Yearout, public disorderly conduct, minor in possession, Simpson, officer: Hughes
Oct. 7
2:25 a.m., Richard Hemings, public disorderly conduct, minor in
possession, Hwy. 93, officer: Reidenbach
Oct. 9
4:59 a.m., Joseph Bradford, public disorderly conduct, Donovan Road,
officer: Salisbury
Oct. 22
11:20 a.m., Chip Edward Orr, simple possession of marijuana, Old
Stadium Rd., officer: Hughey

The following calls were among those that Clemson
University police responded to from Wednesday, Oct.
i to Wednesday, Oct. 26.
Oct. 5
5:15 p.m., grand larceny, Frat Quads, officer: Zagorski
Oct. 7
6:48 p.m., minor in possession, Johnstone, officer: Salisbury
Oct. 14
6:38 p.m., damage to vehicle, Thornhill Village, officer: Gray
Oct. 16
1:54 a.m., minor in possession, Bowen, officer: Hughey
Oct. 22
10:25 p.m, 5 minors in possession, Lever, officer: Schutt

rtj/aasm

Fire & Rescue
The following calls were among
those that the Clemson University
fire department responded to from
Wednesday, Oct. 6 to Wednesday, Oct.
26.

Oct. 10
2:38 p.m., elevator entrapment, Holmes, CUFD
Oct. 14
1:56 a.m.., fire alarm, University Ridge, CUFD
Oct. 16
7:58 p.m., fire alarm, Holtzendorf, CUFD
Oct. 24
9:18 p.m., dryer fire, Lindsay Rd. CUFD
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Clemson Computer Science
wins top awards from
Eurographics

Oct. 6

OCTOBER

Clemson University students
and professors won top
awards at the international
2005 Eurographics Research
Conference on computer
graphics at Trinity College
in Dublin, Ireland, for their
research and animation. Digital
production arts director John
Kundert-Gibbs and graduate
student Jerry Gardiner of
Easley received the Best
Animation Award. Computer
science professors Robert
Geist and James Westall and
Ph.D. student Karl Rasche of
Clemson received the Gunther
Enderle Award for best research
paper. The Gunther Enderle
Award is given annually
to the best research paper.
This year, 303 papers were
submitted, of which 47 were
selected for presentation at
the Eurographics conference.
Geist, Westall and Rasche's
paper, entitled "Re-coloring
Images for Gamuts of Lower
Dimension," addresses a
technique for automatically n :coloring images, such as those

seen on computer displays,
so that the full information
contained in the images can
be seen by viewers with
color-deficient vision."Ten
million Americans have colordeficient vision," said Geist.
"So re-coloring of images is an
important issue." The award
included a cash prize of 1,000
Euros, and the paper has been
published in the Computer
Graphics Forum journal.
McAdams Hall newly
dedicated
The newly extended and
renovated McAdams Hall,
in the center of the Clemson
University campus, is home
to the department of computer
science and state-of-the-art
technology. The addition
comprises 24,000 square
feet of new space and 11,000
square feet of renovated space
with more than $3 million
in computer equipment and
infrastructure. In dedication
and ribbon-cutting ceremonies
this past Wednesday, Clemson
University President James
Barker called the new building
a window to the future. "With

outstanding facilities and
equipment such as this, we are
preparing students to be at the
top of their game when they
enter the computer science
work force," he said. The
new McAdams Hall has five
instructional laboratories and
one general access laboratory.
The 2,800 square feet of
laboratory space will be used
for research in computer
networks, sensor networks,
parallel computing, eye
tracking and Web applications.
Virtual reality also is an option
for students. Lab equipment
includes a hydraulic chair and
helmet that displays 30 frames
per second, with sensors that
read an electromagnetic field
in a 3-D space. With this
lab and equipment, a roller
coaster ride becomes reality
for the participant with the
push of a computer button.
Clemson's computer science
department has 25 faculty,
350 undergraduates and
120 graduate students. The
department also offers doctoral
degrees. Faculty research has
generated nearly $5 million in
sponsored funding over the last
five years.

University mourns professor
Beloved emeritus professor ofeconomics
dies, leaving legacy ofteaching and service.
NAYLOR BROWNELL
Editor in Chief
On Oct. 19, Clemson lost a valuable family member, a
professor who had dedicated more than 30 years of his Ufe to
educating the young men and women of the University.
Hugh Holleman Macaulay Jr., alumni professor emeritus
passed away following weeks of hospitalization for cancer
surgery.
Bobby McCormick, professor of economics, described
Macaulay as "an extraordinary man."
In addition to being an economics professor, Macaulay
was the dean of Clemson's small graduate school from 1960
to 1965 and was a visiting professor at five national and
international universities.
Before coming to Clemson, Macaulay served in World
War II and received the Purple Heart, the U.S. military
award for those who are wounded while serving in combat.
As a result of his injuries, Macaulay wore a metal brace
on one leg. "He sounded like a bucket
of bolts," said McCormick. "And he
walked about 40 miles an hour. It was
like music to hear him clanking down
the hall in Sirrine."
Macaulay was one of McCormick's
professors during his undergraduate
education, as well as the director of
his master's thesis and a close personal
friend.
"He could always find something
good in them to cultivate no matter how
weak a person was," said McMormick.
McCormick said that it was this
capacity to overlook personality flaws
and focus on the good that garnered
Macaulay so much respect among his
students and colleagues, whom he saw
as equals.
"He didn't view anyone on a higher
level than anyone else," said McCormick.
"He was kind and gentle with a soul and
a fire that was unmistakable."
While at Clemson, Macaulay had an
illustrious career; according to a tribute
prepared by his colleagues, Macaulay
was one of the first in the College of
Business and Behavioral Sciences to
receive a significant research grant, in
environmental policy. Macaulay oversaw
the implementation of a new masters program in environmental economics, which
McCormick studied under him.
Macaulay retired from Clemson in
1983. He remained in close contact with
Clemson faculty members, who estab-

lished the Macaulay Chair endowment. This endowment
has brought renowned economists to share their experiences
with Clemson faculty and students.
According to McCormick, Macaulay applied economics
to all aspects of his Ufe.
"He hated waste," said McCormick, who described how
Macaulay tried to streamline the Greenville Hospital System
from his hospital room. When it was apparent that Macaulay
did not have long left to Uve, he tried to prevent the nurses
and doctors from ranning more tests.
"He said, 'What could possibly be the marginal benefit
of another test?' He even practiced economics on his deathbed," said McCormick.
The John E. Walker department of economics has set up
a tribute Web site to Macaulay, and economists, professors
and businessmen from around the country have offered their
praise and stories.
McCormick related a phrase that had been used recently
to describe Macaulay: "Some people read economics. Some
people teach economics. Some people leam economics.
Some people live economics. Hugh was the last."

383 College Avenue
Clemson SC
(864) 653-4141
v.v.
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break from their day."
Plans include the display of projects that can be
used by students such as hermitages as well as projects
that can be viewed by students.
Lacio hopes to meet with the Clemson University
Master Planner to arrange locations for the permanent
display of architecture projects.
"It's crucial to let the whole university know about
the hard work we are doing inside Lee Hall," said

Professor Chen. "Especially when we are emphasizing
environmentally friendly construction which benefits
everyone."
The next step of the hermitage project will be to
design larger scale models that can be used as portable
homeless shelters or housing in urban environments.
By emphasizing use of colorful and reusable materials, students plan to craft attractive, environmentally
safe and low cost structures.

Recycle and relax:

Above: The inside of a hermitage designed by Clemson architecture students Louis
Lacio, Chris Loyal, Ryan Cloonan, Andy Macdonald, Katie Howell, Kyle Kiser and Jared
Melarango. Recycled plastic bottles were used to create a hermitage that is designed to be
comfortable, yet eco-friendly.
Top right: The hermitages have been left in the reflection pond night and day, on display
for passers-by.
Bottom right: Ryan Cloonan and DJ Vanslambrook show off their final product. The
hermitage is designed to allow a person to relax in three different body positions.

Looking for a way to stretch your campus meal budget?

Optional Paw Points may fit the bill.
Optional Paw Points are a convenient, prepaid declining-balance account that allows you to make

FKEfNANT...
or think you might be?
P—

purchases at all on-campus dining and convenience store locations. One Paw Point equals one dollar...

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes

until you add up the savings. You get a 5 percent discount when you purchase Paw Points* plus a
6 percent tax exemption when you use them. Every Paw Point dollar could be worth up to $1.11!
*Discount begins with $100 deposit.

■^55!

Use Your Optional Paw Points at the

Open an Optional Paw Points

Following Locations:

account at the Tiger I Card Office

• The Canteen

&^
^£&-»

• Java City

• Clubhouse Grill

• Loggia Latte

• Chili's Too
• Eastside Food Court

• Seasons by the Lake
Restaurant

• Einstein Bros. Bagels

• All Campus Dining Halls

• Fernow Street Cafe

• All Campus
Convenience Stores

in Fike Recreation Center. Call

4 minutes.

No appointment
HE

\

needed.

(864)656-0763 to make a
credit card transaction or visit

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

www.clemson.edu/dining for
more information.

CLEMSON
DINING

———^_
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Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
-
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TIGERWANTS
^lassificatior
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

HELP WANTED
ACQUISITION ASSOCIATE
Earn unlimited income
while helping real estate
investors build their wealth
w/ USA's largest investment
firm. Will train. Sales exp.
and college degree
a +. Must be willing
to obtain RE license.
Fax resumes: (800)
280-9104 or email:
resumes@realnetusa.com
III

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

Newer House For Rent
3 bed, 2 bath, 1 Study
W/D, D/W, Garage. Deck
$900 ($300 p/p)
1 mile to campus
Available mid DecemberAugust 1,2006
December FREE!
864-360-4508
Subleaser Desperately
Needed. First month
rent FREE! Must be
female. NO DOGS.
704-579-0291

FOR RENT

House for Rent
2 bedrooms
on Lake Hartwell.
Furnished. $800/month,
water & gas included.
706-542-1621
House For Rent
2 BR, 1BA, in Seneca,
15 minutes from Clemson.
$600/month
903-1000 or 972-3515
after 6 p.m.
Sublease Apt.
on Lake Hartwell,
1BR, private bath &
ammenities. $350/month
+ utilities. 864-202-8157

Lakehouse For Rent
2 BR/1 BA
Remodeled inside.
Furnished. 2 miles to
University $675 mo.
918-6792
Subleaser Needed
University Village
3 friendly female
roommates $290/month
tanning bed, pool, weight
room, washer/dryer, cable,
FREE internet & water
Call 864-979-3689
Jerry Howard

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday

Students:

25 cents/word

Other:

50 cents/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com

im

SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices
Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15 = 2 FREE
TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS/PARTIES
BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

MISC

Money For College
The Army is currently
offering sizeable bonuses of
up to $20,000. In
addition to the cash
bonuses, you may qualify
for up to $70,000 for
college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and
Army College Fund. Or
you could pay back up
to $65,000 of qualifying
student loans through the
Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call 864-658-3107

Lost: Motivation
Seeking: Domestic damsel
willing to cook and clean.
Must be housetrained.
Contact
domestic 1 desired®
hotmail.com

BAHAMAS SRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $299!
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Partires
With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules!
On Campus Reps Needed!
Promocode:31
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

CANCUN, ACAPULCO,
JAMAICA!
From $499!
Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award
Winning Spring
Break Company!
Fly Scheduled Airlines,
Free meals, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Parties!
On-Campus Marketing
Reps Needed!
Promo Code: 31
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
For the Carolina's Finest
Pet-Sitting call
CRITTER SITTER
at 646-7031

2 Chicken '
Bacon Swissl
for $4 |
|

'Accepting Tiger
Stripe Cards!*

I 864-654-8S05
Get the
things
you need.
Sell the
things
you
don't.
E-mail
classified@theti
gernews.com
for more details

Ye Olde Sandwich Shopper
w^ dowmtown Seneca

Because

Really
#
Does Matter.

Voted best
placeto eat
lunch 5 years
in a row by
readers of the
Daily Messenger/
Seneca Journal

Buy 1 sandwich or salad
entree and get 1 free!

We feature over 100
Menu Items^^

882-^00?
N. 1st Strett
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Clemson takes two gridiron wins

Tigers beat N.C. State on the
wad and take down Temple
Owls in Death Valley.
ZACK MAULDIN

Sports Layout Editor
The Clemson Tigers took care of
business Saturday, taking down the
Temple Owls 37-7 in a non-conference game at Death Valley.
The Tiger offense racked up 514
yards — 307 by the arm of senior
quarterback Charlie Whitehurst
and another 108 by the legs
of junior running back Reggie
Merriweather.
Redshirt freshman wide receiver
Aaron Kelly set a Clemson freshman record with 155 receiving
yards and one touchdown catch.
Whitehurst was not the only
Tiger quarterback who got in on the
action. Backup Will Proctor threw
his first touchdown in a Clemson
uniform, a 16-yard hookup with
sophomore La'Donte Harris in the
fourth quarter.
Temple was led offensively by
quarterback Mike McGann, who
threw for 298 yards and the only
score of the game for the Owls,
a four-yard pass to DoMerio
Hamilton.
Bruce Gordon had eight catches
for 120 yards to lead the Owl
receiving corps.
The Tiger defense held Temple
to only 12 yards rushing on 33
attempts.
Jad Dean, among the nation's
SEE

FOOTBALL,
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FRIDAY 10/28

Men's Soccer vs. Boston
College — Clemson, S.C.
— 7 p.m.
Women's Volleyball vs. Wake
Forest — Winston-Salem,
N.C. — 7 p.m.
SATURDAY 10/29

Swimming & Diving vs.
Virginia — Clemson, S.C.
— 1 p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Florida
State — Clemson, S.C.
— 7 p.m.
Football vs. Georgia Tech
— Atlanta, Ga. — 3:30 p.m.
MONDAY 10/31

NICK PIRONK)IThc Technician

WOLF HUNTER: Freshman running back James Davis runs over an N. C. State defender. Davis had a career-high
143 rushing yards and two touchdowns on twelve carries against the Woljpack.

Tiger soccer team makes it through
tough four-game stretch unscathed
Clemson ties Wake Forest,
Va. Tech, records wins over
Winthrop, UNC-Asheville.
ERIC SPROTT

Staff Writer
It's not just the Tiger football
team that seems to play close
games every week. Nearly half
— six out of 13 — of the Clemson
men's soccer team's games have
gone to overtime, including their
last three contests. The Tigers
came through the dramatic stretch
without a loss, including games
against a pair of top 15 teams.
On Oct. 12, the Tigers traveled
to Winston-Salem, N.C, to take
on the 15th-ranked Wake Forest
Demon Deacons.
Defense was the name of the
game as the two teams played to
a scoreless tie at Spry Stadium.
Clemson junior goal-keeper Phil
Marfuggi notched his second
shutout of the season while making nine saves.
The Tigers managed 12 shots in
the contest, but Wake Forest goalkeeper Brian Edwards made four
saves to help keep the Tigers off
the scoreboard.
The following Sunday, Oct.
16, Clemson returned home to
take on Winthrop University.
Marfuggi continued his excellent
play, not allowing a single goal in
a 1-0 Tiger victory.
After a scoreless regulation,
Clemson faced overtime for the
second time in two games. With
time winding down in overtime,
Winthrop's Dustin Bybee fouled
Clemson's Dane Richards in the
penalty box.
A foul was called, and Clemson
sent in Nathan Sturgis to attempt

BRIAN SCHNHDQKslaff

KICKBALL: Clemson sophomore Nathan Sturgis sends in a corner kick
against the UNC-Asheville Bulldogs last Tuesday night at Riggs Field.
the penalty kick, which propelled
the Tigers to victory.
This game was Clemson's first

overtime victory since their Sept.
9 victory over William and Mary
in Norfolk, Va. The win came as

a big relief to head coach Trevor
Adair.
"We are playing hard, but we
are not playing in synch," Adair
said following the victory over
the Eagles. "One reason is we still
have so many players out with
injuries. The defense is keeping
us in matches."
And if two overtimes weren't
enough, the Tigers made it a hat
trick in their game against No.
13 Virginia Tech the following
Sunday.
Without Coach Adair on the
sidelines due to a family illness
at home in his native Ireland, the
Tigers played Virginia Tech to a
scoreless tie in the first half, relying on their defense yet again.
Senior Charlie Roberts was
able to break the tie with 18
minutes left, as he headed in his
first goal of the season off of a
pass from Sturgis to take a 1-0
Clemson lead.
The Tigers seemed to be in
control with outstanding goalkeeping from Marfuggi yet again.
However, with 2:32 left to play,
Virginia Tech was able to tie the
game at 1-1 thanks to a goal by
Patrick Nyarko.
The Tigers went to overtime
for the third time in nine days and
came out with a 1-1 tie against the
highly ranked Hokies.
The
following
Tuesday,
Clemson
dominated
UNCAsheville 5-0. Sophomore Mark
Buchholz of Alpharetta, Ga.,
scored two goals to lead the
Tigers over the Bulldogs.
After the four-game stretch,
Clemson's record sits at 7-4-3,
with a 0-4-2 mark in Atlantic
Coast Conference play.
The Tigers will take on Boston
College tonight at 7 p.m. at historic Riggs Field.

Women's Track at ACC
Championships — Tallahassee, Fla. — TBA
Men's Track at ACC Championships — Tallahassee, Fla.
— TBA

gj?@Sfi ©EKDIE'fi'S
•
Houston Comets forward
Sheryl Swoopes revealed to
ESPN The Magazine that she is a
lesbian in an issue that hit newsstands Wednesday.
"It's not something that I want
to throw in people's faces,"
Swoopes told ESPN. "I'm just
at a point in my life where I'm
tired of having to pretend to be
somebody I'm not. I'm tired of
having to hide my feelings about
the person I care about. About the
person I love."
Swoopes, a four-time WNBA
Champion, three-time WNBA
MVP and three-time Olympic
gold medalist, has been with
her partner, former college basketball standout Alisa Scott, for
eight years.
• Longtime New York Giants
owner Wellington Mara passed
away at his home Tuesday after
a battle with cancer. Mara had
been involved with the Giants
since his father bought the team
in 1925 and made him a ballboy.
He became part-owner in 1930,
at the age of 14. He ran the team
until several years ago when his
son John took over day-to-day
operations. Mara was elected to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame in
1997. He is survived by his wife
Ann, 11 children and 40 grandchildren.
• Air Force Academy head football
coach Fisher DeBerry is again at the
center of a controversy for saying
that his team needs more minorities
because "Afro-American kids can
run very, very well."
Last season, DeBerry hung a
banner in the locker room that
read in part "I am a member of
Team Jesus Christ" after the school
vowed to fight religious intolerance.
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NFL, BALCO top
national sports
DANIEL TAYLOR
DANIEL BLACKMON

victory, Hamlin was released from
the hospital. The Seahawks are still
fighting at 5-2 and leading the NFC
western division.

Staff Writers
NFL

Early this year, the NFL experienced shocking injuries to two of
its top defensive stars. A crowd
favorite and linebacker of the Super
Bowl champion New England
Patriots, Teddy Bruschi, suffered a
minor stroke eight months ago that
was thought to jeopardize his NFL
career.
More recently on Oct. 17, the starting safety for the Seattle Seahawks,
Ken Hamlin, was involved in a fight
at a nightclub, which left one man
dead and Hamlin in the hospital with
a fractured skull.
Bruschi was cleared to practice
before last weekend. Bruschi is positive he will see playing time before
the end of the season. Patriots fans
have seen their team fall y from
14-2 and having one of the
best defenses in the league
last year to struggling at 3-3
and giving up the fifth-most
points in the NFL. Despite
his need for impact players, .
coach Bill Belichick is not ^^
rushing Bruschi back on the
field. He claims it's great to see
Bruschi back at practice, but he says
he's not doing a minute-by-minute
evaluation. The Patriots are off this
weekend, and their next game is
against Buffalo Oct. 30.
The Seahawks are also relieved
at the recovery of one of their
own. Before the game against the
Cowboys last weekend, the team
received a videotaped message from
Ken Hamlin, who was still in the
hospital with a fractured skull and
a blood clot from the Oct. 17 fight.
The message inspired the team to
upset the Cowboys in a thrilling 1310 win last Sunday. A day after the

BALCO

Last Tuesday, those involved in
the BALCO (Bay Area Laboratory
Cooperative) scandal were sentenced after reaching an agreement
with federal prosecutors. Despite
the fact that the BALCO labs were
the subject of Congressional hearings and federal raids, the sentences
handed out paled in comparison
to the national attention it had
received.
Victor Conte, founder of BALCO,
received the harshest penalty - four
months in prison followed by four
more months under house arrest.
He also received two years of court
supervision for his role in giving
athletes undetectable performance
enhancers.
Barry Bonds' personal trainer
Greg Anderson
was
sentenced
to three years in
prison and three
additional years under
house arrest. BALCO
vice president James Valente
was put on probation after pleading
guilty to reduced charges of steroid
distribution.
According to attorney Kevin Ryan
the penalties enforced were as harsh
as possible considering the weakness of the existing legislation and
the fact that many of the substances
were not banned at the time they
were dispersed.
S.C. native and former worldrecord holder Tim Montgomery will
receive his sentence later this month.
Although he did not test positive for
steroids, he has been linked to the
company through information found
in raids of the laboratories.
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witn Roman Fry
CARISSA DONGES

Assistant Sports Editor
Saturday's game is a nationally televised event. Do
you get more nervous with nationally televised games
or are they all the same?

1 love nationally televised games. You get to play
in front of the whole nation. I'm from Ohio, so it's
especially important because people back home get
to see me play. It's great and the guys get real excited
to play these games and they're really easy to get up
for and we'll definintely be ready to go.
During spring practice, you were a guard, a tackle,
and a center. What makes you so diverse on the field
and where do you feel most comfortable?

we keep improving our
offense, and I think it's
the best I've seen since
I've been here. We got a
good group coming back
next year as well because
we're all underclassmen
for the most part. I think
the cohesiveness of the
team and our offense is great right now because we
continue to improve and fix our mistakes.
What do you feel is the largest threat both offensively and defensively that GT has?

It's probably my athleticism and my ability to play
a lot of positions. I've always been able to pay attention and learn the different offensive schemes like
Coach Spense has put in, and I've learned them at
three different positions, which enables me to really
help the team. I do like playing left guard and staying in one spot, but it's nice to be able to move to a
different spot if I'm needed. I feel really comfortable
at left guard, especially having Dustin Fry and Barry
Richardson beside me.

Defensively, we definitely have to stop their two
main guys, Reggie Ball and Calvin Johnson, who's
the best receiver in the nation. I mean, they have a
good team, but if we can contain those two guys we
should be fine. Usually they do a lot of blitzes and
have a lot of movement. We've been focusing real
hard this week trying to get their defensive fronts
down. It's more movement than we've seen all
season, and you really have to be focused on your
assignments this week. But I think we'll be good to
go as long as we can control their blitzes and pick
up stunts.

How do you feel last weekend's win against Temple
will affect you this weekend in Atlanta?

If you could play at any other stadium in the country, what would it be?

Hopefully we can keep our momentum going from
week to week now. I think that was a great starting
point to make a run. Offensively, we played against a
very good defensive line. If we can block GT like we
blocked Temple and have 500 plus yards and carry
that over from week to week, then I think we'll be
very good.

It would have to be Florida State. When I was
younger, like way back in the day when they had
Deion Sanders, I used to watch them, and I always
dreamed of playing in their stadium. When I got the
chance to play at the Swamp, I started* and it was a
dream come true and a very special place to me.

Ciemson has significantly improved their offense
this season compared to last What improvements
have been made to bring Ciemson into the third
ranked total offense in the ACC?

I think it's a little bit of everything. A new coordinator comes in, and were happy to learn new plays
and focus on them as well. Our offense believes in
the plays, and we really bought into it. We were a
pretty young team last year, and guys just keep getting better. I also notice that even after the losses,

Is there anything you would like to say to the
fans?

I love our fan base and how true they are to our
team. There's nobody that I've met that jumps on
and off the bandwagon. Everyone I talk to seems to
be an amazing fan. I mean, what other place do you
find fans that go out every Saturday for the game and
cheer so hard, even at games like Temple. Our fans
are just great, and we all love them and respect them.
There's just nothing like it — that's why I came from
Ohio to play at Ciemson and nowhere else.
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Don't worry, we meant to do that. This is just a test in order for us to
assess our printing capabilities — it will help to maximize the
effectiveness of our redesign. Thanks for your patience.
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Chicago completes sweep
of Houston in Fall Classic

White Sox take World Series
Championshipfor thefirst
time since 1917.
ROY WELSH
Staff Writer

On Wednesday at Minute Maid
Park in Houston, the Chicago
White Sox defeated the Houston
Astros by a 1-0 score to sweep the
World Series. It was the White
Sox first World Series win since
1917.
The White Sox rode great pitching and timely hitting to dominate
the series.
Somewhere in all this, the
accomplishments of a scrappy
Houston team seemed forgotten.
The Astros started out with a 1530 record in the National League
Central, where the Cardinals built
themselves an early division lead.
The Astros never quit on their
manager Phil Garland and came
back from their bad start to win
the NL Wild Card and reach the
World Series for the first time
in the team's 44-year history.
Somehow, after a great comeback
season, the White Sox made all of
the Astros' previous achievements
a non-issue.
The Sox had one of the best post
season performances by a starting
pitching staff in ages. In their 4-1
American League Championship
Series win over the Angels, the
White Sox won four consecutive
games with all four of their starting pitchers throwing complete
games.
The impressive performances
by the Chicago staff carried over
to the Fall Classic. In game one
of the World Series, starter Jose
Contreras pitched seven innings
and allowed three earned runs with
Neil Cotts and Bobby Jenks giving
the Sox two innings of scoreless
relief for a 5-3 Chicago win.
Game two provided more drama.
Finding themselves behind 4-2
in the bottom of the seventh, the

White Sox put together a four-run
rally behind a Paul Konerko grand
slam to take a 6-4 lead into the
top of the eighth. In the top of the
ninth, Chicago closer Bobby Jenks
gave up two runs to Houston to tie
the game. The hero of the night
for Chicago was Scott Podsednik,
who hit a walk-off home run to
right center field to give the Astros
a 7-6 win with the series heading
to Houston.
While the series shifted back to
friendlier confines for the Astros,
game three may have been the
hardest of the first three losses for
Houston to swallow. The Astros
jumped out to a 4-0 lead early in
the game, and it appeared Houston
could have the spark they needed
to fight back into the series.
Disaster struck Houston in the
top of the fifth inning when the
Astros put together a five run rally
to take a 5-4 lead. The score stayed
at 5-4 until the bottom of the
eighth inning when Jason Lane's
double tied the score at five.
The teams battled through extra
innings in a game that became the
longest in World Series history.
Chicago finally broke the deadline in the top of the 14th, when
bench player Geoff Blum hit the
go-ahead home run off of Houston
reliever Ezequiel Astacio to give
the White Sox a 6-5 lead. It was
just Blum's second at bat of the
entire postseason, making him the
unlikeliest of heroes for the White
Sox. Blum played for the Astros in
2002-2003 and was a fan favorite
in Houston, which surely contributed to the agony of Astro players
and fans alike.
Astacio later issued a bases
loaded walk to force home another
White Sox run to make the score
7-5. The Astros were unable to
respond in the bottom of the 14th,
and the White Sox took a commanding three game lead in the
series. The Astros were left devastated, trying to stave off elimination on Wednesday evening,
unsure that Hall of Famer Roger
Clemens would even be able to

take the mound for his scheduled
start.
Game four saw both teams battle
for eight innings before the Sox
finally got on the board. Chicago
was backed by seven scoreless
innings, and Neil Cotts and Cliff
Politte combined for a scoreless
eight. Closer Bobby Jenks shut the
game down in the ninth. All that
was left for the Sox was the inevitable champagne-soaked party that
followed in the locker room.
White Sox manager Ozzie
Guillen may deserve more credit
for his team's success than anyone
else. Guillen has turned a good
lineup into a great lineup by playing small ball — bunting and stealing to advance runners.
This old style of baseball helped
an undertalented White Sox team
play further than the power-laden
Yankees and Red Sox, who were
the favorites to win the American
League in April. Guillen will bring
his team home with a championship to the South Side for the first
time since Joe Jackson was playing
at the old Comiskey Park.
The White Sox have forever
played second fiddle to the Cubs
on the North End of town. Wrigley
Field is in a nice neighborhood; the
Cubs have a national following;
and despite their long-time World
Series drought, the Cubs have been
dubbed the "lovable losers."
If the Cubs are known as lovable
losers, the White Sox could have
been called the "forgotten losers" for decades. No one chooses
to move to the South Side, with
low-income housing dominating
the area. Through this, the Sox
have still been supported by South
Siders despite the constant hype
the Cubbies receive just a few
miles to the North.
But none of that seems to matter now, as Guillen has brought
an exciting brand of ball to this
forgotten neighborhood and forgotten team.
Decades of futility have come to
an end. It has been worth the wait
for White Sox backers.
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Friday Fantasy
Football Roundup
Week Seven in the NFL
saw many teams win
critical games in dramatic fashion. The Vikings
righted the ship (I know sex
cruising Vikings jokes have gotten old pretty quick, but I can't
help myself) with a big comeback win over Green Bay on a
miraculous 57-yard field goal by
Paul Edinger.
The Giants got back into the
NFC East race with an Elwayesque fourth quarter comeback
led by Eli Manning over the
first place AFC West
Denver Broncos.
Philadelphia shut
down the seemingly
invincible LaDainian
Tomlinson,
holding him to seven
yards on the ground.
However, the Eagles still needed
a blocked field goal returned for
a touchdown to hold off San
Diego.
If you caught the Monday
Night Football game this past
week you were in for a special
treat. It's not every week that
the NFL showcases the league's
most exciting and breathtaking
quarterback for the whole nation
to see. No, I'm not referring to
that mediocre number seven of
Atlanta. I'm talking about the
one and only ageless wonder,
Vinny Testaverde. We were privileged to see the immobile Vinny
wilt under tremendous pressure
from Falcons' blitzes, putting
the ball on the carpet three times
in the first 17 minutes of the
football game. Vinny left the
game in the second half with
an achilles injury, so I regret to
inform you that Vinny should be
absent from your fantasy lineup
in week eight.
Endzone Celebration of the
Week:
In possibly the toughest decision yet, Terrell Owens takes
home this week's award with
his genius "Football on a platter, waiter routine." Runners up
included Lamont Jordan's chainsaw, Chad Johnson's premature
celebration dance and Clinton
Portis' weak attempt at a cartwheel. Hines Ward and Keenan
McCardell were disqualified for
lack of originality.

Start:
QB Drew Bledsoe (DAL)
— Bledsoe will bounce back

from his untimely fourth quarter pick against Seattle with the
Arizona secondary who can't
cover anybody.
RB
Thomas
Jones
(CHI) — Jones is clearly an
automatic start these days. He's
rushed for more than 89 yards in
five straight games and has basically kept rookie Cedric Benson
on the bench.
WR Jimmy Smith (JAX)
- Jacksonville has had two
weeks to prepare
for the Rams'
RICH weak
secondCACCIAT0 ary and should
Staff Writer expect to see
plenty of the ball
with several of
the Rams' offensive stars out with injuries.
WR Donald Driver (GB)
— Driver seems to be Brett
Favre's only weapon left after
Robert Ferguson and Ahman
Green went down this past
weekend. The Packers may have
no other choice but to put the
offense completely on the right
arm of old man Favre.
TE Heath Miller (PIT)
— Miller's role in the offense
has increased every week. He
should find room to roam against
Baltimore with All-Pro defenders Ed Reed and Ray Lewis on
the sidelines due to injury.
Avoid:
RB Jamal Lewis (BAL)
— Lewis has yet to break 100
yards all year and has scored
only once. Lewis may be looking
over his shoulder at the younger,
quicker Chester Taylor.
Any Jet — common sense.

Waiver Wire pickup of the
Week:
Brandon Jones (TEN)
— Keep an eye on this rookie.
He limped off the field late in the
fourth quarter, but if healthy he
appears to be Tennessee's number one target, especially in the
red zone.
Look for his numbers to
improve with Steve McNair
back from injury this week.
Rich Cacciato is a senior in
marketing. E-mail comments to
sports@ The TigerNews. com.
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December Graduates
It Is Time To Order
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d^f^k- & Graduation Announcements
Clemson University
Vickery Hall Auditorium • Room 100
7:00 pm • Wednesday • November 11 • 2005
Recruiting for Walt Disney World® Resort, FL
PRESENTATION ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED I PREPARE ONLINE AT

disneycollegeprogram.com

Only At the Student Bookstore!
Downtown on the Corner.

SAVE $30 OVER
HENDRIX CENTER PRICES

Scheduling conflict? Visit our Web site tor presentation options.

Attend the upcoming Disney College Program presentation
and discover how to get your magical edge!
Paid internships are available for all levels.
Open to all majors, Freshmen through Seniors.

HENDRIX CENTER

STUDENT BOOK STORE

BASIC GRAD PAC $116.95

BASIC GRAD PAC $94.25

•NO TIGER TASSEL
■NO RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
• PLUS SHIPPING ($9.50)

•FREE TIGER TASSEL
•RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
INCLUDED
■SHIPPING ($7.50)

ORDER ANYTIME • NO SPECIAL CHARGES BEFORE
OR AFTER GRAD FAIR.
ORDER ONLINE: \YW\YMYGR\DUATIOXSUPPLIES.CO\I
PHONE ORDERS: l-SSS-Hl--t723
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Charlie
Whitehurst
gust 6,1982
Born
, 225 pounds
Size
Lth, Ga. '
Hometown
High School .attahoochee
^
Class ■aduate

Holds 40 Clemson records
Career leader
otal >

"When Charlie Whitehurst is
throwing the ball, you're going to get a good test. There's
no doubt about that."
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Tigers take momentum to Atlanta

USC (55)
Texas (10)
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Alabama
Miami
LSU
UCLA
Notre Dame
Florida State
Perm State
Ohio State
Boston College
Oregon
Wisconsin
Florida
Texas Tech
West Virginia
Auburn
TCU
Northwestern
Fresno State
Tennessee
California
Michigan

(Prior to Thursday's VT-BC game)

School

Conference Overall

Atlantic Division
Florida State
Boston Col.
Maryland
Clemson
Wake Forest
NC State

4-1
3-1
2-2
2-3
2-3
1-4

6-1
6-1
4-3
4-3
3-5
2-4

Coastal Division
Virginia Tech
Miami
UNC
Georgia Tech
Virginia
Duke

4-0
2-1
2-1
2-2
2-3
0-5

7-0
5-1
3-3
4-2
4-3
1-7

Numbers game
0

Number of fumbles lost for
the Tigers so far this season.
They are the only team in
Division I to not lose one.

20

Sacks on the year for
the Clemson defense. Gaines
Adams leads the team with
five sacks.

FLAT BALL: Former Tigers Nick Eason and DeJuan Polk sack Georgia Tech quarterback Reggie Ball in Clemson s 39-3 victory in their last visit to Grant
Field. This weekend, Clemson looks to avenge last season s heartbreaking loss to the Yellow Jackets.

Clemson rides two-game
winning streak into Atlanta s
Bobby Dodd Stadium.
HOKE HILL

Staff Writer
The Clemson Tigers will travel
to Atlanta tomorrow to take on the
Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech
in an interdivisional ACC football
game. Georgia Tech (4-2 overall,
2-2 ACC), member of the Coastal
Division, has had a demanding
schedule with highlight wins over a
Top 20 ranked Auburn team and the
Connecticut Huskies. The Tigers
(4-3 overall, 2-3 ACC) are in need
of an important ACC win in order
to push them into the upper half of
the Atlantic Division standings.
The Tigers will face a challenge in stopping Georgia Tech's
potent offense, which has several

DEFENSE
DE Charles Bennett
NG Dorell Scott
DT Trey Tate
BE Gaines Adams
SLB Tramaine Billie
MLB Anthony Waters
WLB Nick Watkins
FCB Tye Hill
CAT Michael Hamlin
FS Jamaal Fudge
BCB Sergio Gilliam

playmakers capable of breaking
the game open with a big play.
The biggest threat on the Yellow
Jacket squad is Calvin Johnson, a
six-foot-four-inch sophomore wide
receiver that is considered by many
as one of the premiere receivers in
the country.
Johnson was the ACC Rookie of
the Year for 2004. In 2004 he had
48 catches for 837 yards and seven
touchdowns. He has 32 catches so
far this year for 581 yards and four
touchdowns, which is significantly
higher than his record-setting output from last year.
Quarterback Reggie Ball is also
a possible threat as a third-year
starter and leader of the Tech
offense. Ball has completed 89 of
188 passes so far this year for 1060
yards and six touchdowns.
Senior RJ. Daniels is a bruising
running back, capable of grinding
out tough yards on the ground.
Daniels has rushed for 494 yards

KEY MATCHUP
r

on the season.
The Tigers have their own version of an explosive offense that
has shown signs of greatness in
the past few games. Against the
North Carolina State Wolfpack, the
Tigers rolled to an early lead with
four first half touchdowns.
In a dominating win over the
Temple Owls, the Tigers amassed
514 total yards of offense, the
highest total since the 63-17 victory over South Carolina in 2003.
Starting for injured freshman
tailback James Davis, junior
Reggie Merriweather ran for 108
yards to establish a punishing rushing attack. The Tigers have been
efficient by having only five turnovers in the season, placing them
third in the nation.
The Tiger defense has also held
strong recently, holding opponents
to a combined 17 points in the past
two games. Clemson's defense
forced three turnovers and racked

up six quarterback sacks in the
game against Temple. They also
held the Owls to 12 net yards of
rushing offense. The Tigers 37-7
win is interesting in the light of
history, as the 1991 Tigers secured
an ACC championship with a victory over Georgia Tech directly
following a 37-7 win over Temple.
Furthermore, the Tigers have had
success playing at Georgia Tech,
with the last two trips to Atlanta
resulting in two Clemson victories.
In 2001 the Tigers defeated the
Yellow Jackets 47-44 in overtime
and won with a 39-3 score in
2003.
The game has been moved from
noon to 3:30 p.m. due to power outages in Miami caused by Hurricane
Wilma. It will be aired on ESPN.
The Tigers will return to Death
Valley Nov. 5 for a homecoming
matchup against the Duke Blue
Devils at 1 p.m.

OFFENSE

he Tigers have their work cut out for them this
LT Andrew Gardner
weekend, as they are faced with the tough task of
LG Matt Rhodes
stopping Tech receiver Calvin Johnson. Johnson currently
C Kevin Tuminello
leads the conference in reception yards per game with 97
RG Nate McManus
and receptions per game with 5.33. Not only is Johnson
RT Brad Honeycutt
tall, but he is fast and extremely smart on the field.
TE Michael Matthews
&
Tye Hill
Calvin
Johnson was named ACC Rookie of the Year in 2004 and Johnson
WR Damarius Bilbo
already has four touchdown grabs this season. Clemson
QB Reggie Ball
corner Tye Hill could very well be the right man to slow Johnson down. Hill TB RJ. Daniels
has become the leader in the Clemson defensive secondary and leads the
FB Mike Cox
Tigers with three interceptions.
WR Calvin Johnson
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Tennis team takes
four championships
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Lady Tigers take two
doubles and two singles
titles in USTA Invitational.

In singles play, Adrichem captured two wins. Her first win came
as she defeated Melissa Schaub of
Tennessee, 6-4,6-1. VanAdrichem's
second win of the day came as she
beat South Carolina's Laura Ganzer
ASHLEY WASHINGTON
6-4, 6-3.
Staff Writer
Alvarez also had two victories on
the day over two fellow ACC oppoThe women's tennis team traveled nents. Jenna Loeb of Wake Forest
to New York City to participate at was the first to fall to Alvarez in a 6the USTA Women's Invitational. 3, 6-2 decision. In Alvarez's second
The Tigers were able to clinch four match of the day, she defeated North
championships — two in doubles Carolina's Tanya Markovic 6-4, 6-1.
play and two in singles play.
Kathi Gerber won her first
Daniela Alvarez and Federica van match in the consolation bracket
Adrichem improved their season over Charlotte's Ashleigh Murray
record to 6-1 en route to clinch- by a score of 6-2, 6-1, but she was
ing the first victory for the Tigers. defeated in the round of 16 by Sierra
Maria Brito and Carol Salge added Poske of Wake Forest, 6-1,6-1.
to the Tigers' accomplishments with
Van Adrichem defeated North
a second doubles win.
Carolina's Caitlin Collins in the
In singles play, Alvarez improved quarterfinals of the 2005 Wilson/ITA
her overall record to 4-3 as she Southeast Regionals (6-4, 2-6, 6-4)
defeated Eva Wang of Harvard, 6- on Sunday, Oct. 16. Van Adrichem
7(3), 6-2, 1-0(4) to win the singles became the first Clemson women's
"A2" bracket championship.
tennis player to advance to the semiBrito secured her seventh con- finals of the ITA Regionals since
secutive match win as she topped Julie Coin in 2002, which was also
Texas A&M's Ale Jordan, 6-3, 6-2 her first season as a Tiger.
in the singles "B" draw final.
On the final day of the Southeast
Salge (5-2) sufRegional, van
Adrichem
fered just her second defeat of the ————— ■i^iiMHK—aHM claimed
the
2005 Wilson/
season as she fell 441 can't express how
ITA Southeast
6-4, 5-7, 1-0(4) to
Regional title
Lana Krasnopolsky proud I am of Federica.
and improved
of Boston College She performed at the
her record to 9in the singles "B2"
highest level and defeated 2 overall. This
final.
win
places
In the singles some great players here at
van Adrichem
"Al" draw, van the Regional. JJ
in the run to
Adrichem also sufcompete
in
fered a defeat as
NANCY HARRIS
the 2005 ITA
Wang got the win,
Clemson women's tennis coach National Indoor
1-6, 6-4, 1-0(8).
The Tigers finished the day with a
loss in the singles "Cl" semifinals as Championships which will be held
Kathi Gerber fell to Karina Ledaja of Nov. 3 through Nov. 6.
No other Clemson women's tenArkansas, 6-1, 6-0.
On day two of the ITA Southeast nis player has won the regional title
Regional, four Tigers advanced to since Julie Coin did as a freshman
the round of 32 in the singles main in the 2002 season. Coin went on
draw. Van Adrichem snatched the to upset the tournament's numberfirst win for the Tigers over Tar Heel one seed to claim the championship
and earn a spot in the ITA National
Hanes Harris, 6-0, 6-1.
Maria Brito started her play in New Indoor tournament.
"I can't express how proud I
York with her eighth straight win in
singles competition as she defeated am of Federica," Clemson head
coach Nancy Harris said. "She
Ofra Friedman of Charlotte, 6-2, 6-1.
Salge defeated East Tennessee's performed at the highest level and
defeated some great players here at
Sandie Knight, 6-0, 6-2.
Alvarez got the final win of the the Regional. She represented the
day for the Tigers in a hard fought 5- Clemson Tigers well, and I couldn't
7,7-6,6-2 decision over Tennessee's be happier for her."
Van Adrichem is a 5-foot-11-inch
Bryce Marable.
Clemson's Kathi Gerber suffered freshman from Zandbergenlaan,
the only loss of the day as she fell to Netherlands.
The win in the ITA Southeast
Jenna Long of North Carolina. Long
is ranked 108th nationally among Regional was her second tournament win this fall. She won the flight
singles players.
The Tigers returned on day three one Furman Fall Classic earlier this
with yet another strong performance. month.
The regular season will begin for
In doubles play, van Adrichem and
Alvarez improved their record to 8- the Tigers on Jan. 28 as they play
1 as they defeated ACC foes Ashlee host to the College of Charleston.
Davis and Alexandra Hirsch of Matches are scheduled to begin at
11 a.m.
Wake Forest 8-5.
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NOT GONNA STOP ME: Running back Reggie Merriweather pulls away from a Temple defender in Saturday's 37-7
Tiger win. This weekend Clemson will travel to Grant Field in Atlanta to take on the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets.
leaders in field goal kicking, hit attempts from 21, 27 an ESPN-televised Thursday night game and a sort of
coming-out party for Davis, as he rushed for 143 yards
and 39 yards for the Tigers.
For Clemson, it was the most yards gained in a and two touchdowns.
Unfortunately for the Tigers, Davis broke his left
single game since the 2003 win over South Carolina.
In that 63-17 rout, the Tigers put up 542 yards of total wrist early in the third quarter and was forced to miss
the rest of the game.
offense.
The freshman sensation had surgery the next day
The Clemson defense also nearly reached a milestone that it has not in years. The last shutout for the and is expected to be back on the field by the time
Tigers was a 38-0 win over The Citadel to open the Florida State rolls into town. If he is not playing at
2000 season. The Owls' lone score came with only six that point, he will more than likely make his return at
Williams-Brice Stadium when the Tigers travel to take
minutes left to play.
The week before the Temple game, the Tigers trav- on the South Carolina Gamecocks.
With the wins over N.C. State and Temple,
eled on a Thursday night to Carter-Finley Stadium and
dominated the N.C. State Wolfpack, 31-10, behind a Clemson's record now sits at 4-3, with a trip to Atlanta
stellar effort by true freshman running back James to take on the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets on the slate
for this Saturday. Kickoff is set for 3:30 p.m. for that
Davis.
The win was the first ever for a Clemson squad on game.

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
noocxyx

More men and women on the front lines are surviving Life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

,«,.v,v.'.'.v*v.,v///^W//»w-

1" 800- 588- 5260 • AIRF0RCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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LOOKINC^ TO BUILD A BRIGHT FUTURE?

CHOOSE A COMPANY
THAT REALLY DELIVERS.
Hughes Supply, a Fortune 5°° company,
is looking for top college graduates to train
into future leaders. Get your big break with
the nation's largest diversified wholesaler
in our comprehensive 15 month fast-track
Management Training program.
Participants receive training in:
• Sales and Marketing
• Branch Operations
• Administration
• IT Systems
• Hands-on Management

Find out more about Hughes at
www.hughessupply.com. To get your
start with us, send your resume to
collegerelations@hughessupply.com.

Hughes Supply and
the University of
Central Florida thank
the Clemson Tigers
for participating in
the Isleworth/UCF
Collegiate Invitational
Golf Tournament.
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Stem cell research positive, regardless of source
Batten disease is a rare genetic condition
that affects only a small handful of children across the world. While fewer than
1,000 cases are estimated to exist in the world,
the effects are devastating. Battens, which is actually a collection of degenerative brain conditions,
blinds, mutes and paralyzes its young victims
before ultimately killing them. Almost no one
with the condition survives into their teens.
Stanford doctors and researchers, with the recent
approval by the Food and Drug Administration,
are taking the first steps on the road to treating or
possibly curing the disease. Instead of resorting to
drugs or traditional therapies, the Stanford team is
trying something out of the pages of science fiction - a brain stem cell transplant. They are taking
neural stem cells - basic cells capable of developing into any cell in the body - and injecting them
into the brains of the children. Right now, the
procedure is being limited to the half dozen or
so children in the study, but researchers hope that
successful procedures will pave the way to new
treatments for a wide array of genetic disorders.
Batten disease is ultimately caused by a
genetic deficiency that prevents cells from creating an enzyme that allows the brain to get rid
of cell waste. The cellular waste piles up in the
brain and essentially chokes the brain in waste.
Researchers hope that the stem cells will recognize the adjoining neural cells and develop into
normal, healthy brain cells capable of creating the
needed enzymes.
Such a procedure has never been tried before
on humans, although lab tests with mice have
been promising. There are a number of potential
pitfalls, ranging from rejection of the injected stem
cells to tumors to a host of unforeseen complications. However, the dire outlook for these children
justifies such a drastic and dangerous procedure.
The FDA even acknowledged that it approved the
procedure partly because the children in the study

were likely to die anyway, so any risks inherent in
the procedure were largely mitigated.
As a new medical field, anything involving
stem cells naturally lends itself to controversy.
After all, this procedure injects immature brain
cells from one human into the brain of another.
This procedure clearly poses a great degree of
risk to the patient, and the FDA all but said that
the risk would be too great for most patients.
But since these children basically have no hope
of living a normal life, even an incredibly risky
procedure can be justified. No matter how risky,
it is the only chance these children have.
At the same time, parents must be cautioned
not to expect too much. One parent said that he

stem cells can come only from miscarried babies
or aborted fetuses. The Stanford researchers will
not disclose where they obtained the stem cells for
these procedures, but they did acknowledge that
the foundation they used gathered neural stem
cells from both miscarriages and abortions.
The source of stem cells has always been the
most controversial aspect of the stem cell debate.
Opponents contend that harvesting stem cells
from aborted fetuses is immoral, and they fear
that allowing it will make it easier for people
to rationalize abortions. Even worse, they say,
researchers will try to encourage women to have
abortions so they can do research.
These concerns make sense facially but not
under further examination. Organ and tissue
donations are very strictly regulated, and the penalties for purchasing organs, for example, are very
severe. The mere suggestion of impropriety by a
researcher would completely destroy his reputation, which is vital for a successful academic or
medical career.
The fear that using aborted fetal tissue for stem
cell therapy would encourage abortions is equally
unfounded. First, most people do not consider
medical experimentation when they make the
thought the procedure would save his child's life. decision to have an abortion. And since there are
It may well do so, but parents must have rational millions of abortions performed each year, even
expectations. Hopefully these experimental pro- the most unethical researchers would have no
cedures will help the children, but their real value reason to encourage abortions. Even if they did,
the above-mentioned rules would keep them from
lies in future benefits to science.
More importantly, though, is the source of doing so.
New medical procedures such as this neural
these stem cells. Much stem cell research is done
with very basic stem cells from the first few days stem cell injection hold untold promises for the
of embryonic development. They can easily be treatment and cure of genetic disorders. Hopefully
more breakthroughs will come from them.
obtained from "test tube" fertilization.
These neural stem cells are different. By definition, they must come from a developing brain. The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by
the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
Brain development starts in the second month of a of
The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
pregnancy, and it really begins to take shape at the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
end of the first trimester. This means that neural the individual view of any particular member.
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Should doctors try neural stem cell transplants]?

"I support stem cell
research."
William Thomas

political science
senior

ii" |

"Go for it, but babies
shouldn't be aborted for
the sole purpose of stem
cell research."

"Scientists are tying to
play God. They are trying
to disturb the natural order
of things."
Kacie Binks

PRTM
senior

"The procedure should
be conducted if miscarriages are used. Abortions
should not be allowed to
contribute stem cells to the
research."

Matthew Warren

computer engineering
sophomore

"If the abortions are going to happen anyways,
we might as well get
something positive out of
them."
Christina Falon

general engineering
freshman

V.W-V.V---

Kelly Hamilton

commun ications
senior

"It's not as if you're harming anyone by taking stem
cells from a miscarriage
or abortion. If a mother is
willing to donate, she's esstentially giving life."
Sarah Saulnier

accounting
junior

Law cannot discriminate
on sexual orientation
Until recently, two different people
committing the same crime in
Kansas could be sentenced to wildly different prison terms. One person could
face a maximum sentence of 15 months
while the other could be sentenced to over
15 years.
The crime in question is
consensual sex involving
someone under the age of
16. Kansas law prohibits
sexual acts involving anyone
under the age of 16, but a
special "Romeo and Juliet"
law stipulates shorter or
suspended sentences if the
offender is under the age of
19 and within four years of the age of the
other partner - if and only if the individuals involved are of the opposite sex. That
means that two young lovers, either both
men or both women, are treated differently
under state law than two young lovers of
the opposite sex.
In the case at hand, a developmentally
disabled 18-year-old was sentenced to
serve 17 years in prison for performing
a sex act on a 14-year-old boy. The older
boy's attorney described the situation as
two children experimenting with sex.
Both children were developmentally disabled, and no allegations of molestation
or abuse were made. If one of the people
involved had been a girl, the maximum
sentence allowed by law would have been
15 months. Does this seem right? Should
someone have to serve a prison term that is
over 13 times longer just because he's gay?
Defenders of this regulation argued that
the law discouraged harmful, immoral
behavior, but the Kansas Supreme Court
saw the law for what it was - a blatant act
of discrimination. The court stated that
the law "suggests animus towards teenagers who engage in homosexual acts." The
issue at hand here is not whether the sex
act between an 18-year-old and a 14-yearold was legal, but rather, could the law
treat the exact same sex act differently if
it was between two boys instead of a boy
and a girl.
No one is saying that the act of con-

sensual sex involving a minor under
the age of 16 should be legal. That
is a matter left largely by the law to
the legislature's judgment. The problem with the law is that it unfairly
discriminates against gays. Just as
two people cannot be discriminated
against because of
race, age, gender or
religion, they also
cannot be discriminated against on
the basis of sexual
orientation.
This court case
clearly underlines a
deep divide within
our society. Unfortunately that divide
is neither new nor historically limited
to gays. The major weakness inherent in our form of government is the
ability of a moral majority to unjustly
impose their views on the whole of
society. People who weren't strictly
Puritan, immigrants from different
countries, people with different skin
colors, folks who drank and women,
to name just a few, have all been
victims of different moral majorities.
In this case, those opposed to homosexuals are exercising their majority
status to discriminate against them
simply because they are different.
This case exposes the facial discrimination of this kind of legislation.
Even those who disagree with gay
marriage or civil unions find themselves on very shaky ground if they
argue that the law should be able to
single out gays for extra punishment.
The issue of marriage isn't even in
play here. Those who support these
discriminatory laws ultimately are left
with only one argument: They just
don't like gay people. Justice Maria
Luckert appropriately summed up the
issue: "Moral disapproval of a group
cannot be a legitimate state interest."
Brian Eyink is a senior majoring in
economics. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTtgerNews.com.
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Obsession with pets out of control

to the EDITOR

On Sept. 1, after 3 a.m., I had
helped three students get home
to Calhoun Courts and then two
more to The Woodlands after
partaking of Thursday night
downtown. I've always preferred to help the public remain
safe rather than leave you to a
long walk home. My supervisor
scolded me for serving those
in need after closing. We had a
very unpleasant argument, and I
found myself on suspension the
next day, then terminated. Please
allow your Techno Bus Driver
to bid a fond farewell to all my
regular and late-night "Club
CAT" riders. You've all been a
great pleasure to serve. Many
times you've been fun as well.
Those that drive a desk believe
that they know your needs better than those of us that drive
a bus. If you need your Techno
Bus Driver's services, now is the
time to let your voices be heard.
In the meantime, please hear
my voice in this note of "Thank
You!"
John T. McCormick
Anderson, SC

Renee Holcombe deserves a
grievance hearing, second
chance
Concerning your editorial in
the Oct. 7 Tiger in regard to the
Holcombe case, I'm convinced
Mrs. Holcombe made an ignorant but honest mistake and as
such is entitled to a grievance
hearing.
You say that she "repeatedly
referred to Katrina evacuees as
'yard apes.'" Indeed, she used
the term twice in private to her
own mixed-race staff in a joking, not mocking way, and not in
the presence of the children or
their parents.
On her own initiative, she
apologized publicly and privately when she learned some staff
members had been offended.
For her proactive approach, she
was commended by her immediate superior. You say that she'd
"worked at Greenville Tech for
19 years and apparently had a
spotless record," but "none of
that matters." I'd be very careful
dismissing a life's work so nonchalantly.
If good deeds are recorded in
God's book, they should matter
to us. You say "no amount of
good work will be able to offset
[her bad choice of words]." If
so, we're all doomed. You say
the term is "racially derogatory,"
but Mrs. Holcombe says her
grandfather used the term affectionately for his grandchildren as
a synonym for "children."
Indeed, the only dictionary
to define the term (The New
Dictionary of American Slang,
1986) says it means "an infant
or small child." It says nothing about race and cites "rug
ape," "rug rat," "carpet rat" and
"crumb catcher" as synonyms.
Cassels Dictionary of Slang
(1998) is a more recent and
comprehensive dictionary, and it
does not list the phrase.
As a language and humanities
teacher with an interest in slang,
I've interviewed a couple dozen
people in the last couple of
weeks in regard to the Holcombe
case. Most interviewees thought
"yard ape" just meant "child" or
"unruly child." A couple thought
it was a rock band or a sports
team. A few did associate it with
race, but the majority of those
had heard of the Holcombe case.
A few years ago, I served a
tour on the university's grievance committee, and I have
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served on one jury in my 63
years. I know from those experiences that there are two or
more sides to every story. Mrs.
Holcombe deserves a chance to
present her side to an objective
board of inquiry. From what I
know of the case, I'm confident
she is innocent, but sadly that
might not be enough to win her
job back.
Dr. Skip Eisiminger
Professor of English and
Humanities
Clemson University

Kanye's lack of tact aside, he
may have a point
Pardon my predilection for
defending Kanye, but after all,
he is one of the greatest artists
of our generation. That being
said, let's get away from the fact
that he is a tactless attention
whore and see if there is any
meat to this issue.
First things first, it's hard to
know if George Bush is in fact
racist because how much do you
really personally know about the
President of the United States?
However, that doesn't change
the fact that the party he represents has historically been less
than receptive to the needs and
issues of the minority groups
in this country. Even recently,
the Black community has had
to deal with the slap in the face
the Republican party dealt in
last terms elections when they
shamelessly courted the Latino
American population (granted, it
was for votes not for any higher
idealistic cause), in place of ...
you guessed it, black people.
Yes, I agree that Kanye's
political poise and delivery
leaves a lot to be desired, but
it is premature to suggest that
his statements were unfounded.
The conclusion drawn after
America's slow reaction to the
tsunami in Asia implies that
international cooperation is not
high on the American list, and
there is truth to that statement.
How is this situation any different?
Additionally, it is absurd to
suggest that poverty and race do
not have any correlation, which
is also somewhat due to the
discrepancies in the opportunities afforded to minority groups.
So give Kanye a break...even
though it is his fault that he was
rather inarticulate, his statement
could possibly hold some water.
Jenee Davis
Senior
Political Science and
Sociology

Letters to the editor

should be no longer than
400 words. Feedback from
www.thetigernews.com
may also be considered for
publication. Submissions
must include the author's
name and phone number
(or e-mail address) and
optionally hometown,
class and major. All
submissions will be
checked for authenticity
and may be edited for
clarity and grammar.
Space considerations may
result in submissions being
held for later publication.
THE TIGER reserves the
right to print or edit all
submissions. Send letters
to our U.S. Mail address
or e-mail them to letters®
TheTigerNews.com.

Afriend of mine recently purchased a puppy. I miss my
dogs at home, so I was initially excited at having a pet around
to play with. As she kept unloading
shampoos, outfits, accessories and an
expensive carrier, excitement turned
into amazement. When she told me
how much she had spent on her little
friend, awe gave way to disgust.
Admittedly, my
friend is not alone
in her lavish treatment of the puppy.
I looked into the
issue further and was
blown away by the
excessive amounts
of money Americans
spend on pampering
their pets.
We have all seen the cute little
sweaters made for man's best friend.
Everyone may not know the extent
of available wardrobes, however.
For instance, rain jackets and collegiate hoodies are also for sale. As
Halloween is approaching, some
might decide to choose from the
many available costumes (several
have matching human outfits, as well)
to get their pup into a festive mood.
It does not stop there; many different
types of 'paw-wear' are also sold,
including rain and wintry galoshes,
snow shoes, boots formulated to protect against abrasive surfaces such as
asphalt and sand and even swimming
shoes. For the name brand conscious
owners, Louis Vuitton, Gucci and
Salvatore Ferragamo have canine
lines.
Carriers have become another
fashion statement for owners and pets
alike. Backpacks, chest carriers and
oversize purses are the three most
popular ways to tote a pet. They come
in every color and pattern imaginable
from the shelves of popular, overpriced designers, and price tags can
run up to $600 or more.

For you gentlemen out there who
feel as though this phenomenon can
be primarily blamed on females,
think again. Harvard just awarded
the annual Ig Nobel Prize to a Mr.
Greg Miller. Why? Feeling as though
neutered animals may suffer some
emotional distress and lose their self
esteem after the procedure, Miller
developed a line of prosthetic testicles
for dogs. I'm not
making this up. These
"Neuticles" come in a
COLLEEN
variety of shapes and
GLEAS0N
sizes so the animal
Columnist
will look and feel
natural.
Canine cosmetic
surgery does not stop
there. Mammary
glands are routinely reduced in size,
an essential breast lift and tummy
tuck. Ears are stiffened; wrinkles are
removed; botox is injected; liposuction is performed. While many such
procedures are conducted on show
animals, some owners simply want
their furry friend to be more aesthetically pleasing.
After surgery, it's only natural for
owners to want to pamper their pet
while they recover. Fortunately, the
advent of animal spas and resorts in
recent years makes this all the more
convenient. Offering services from
basic grooming, acupuncture and
manicures to exercise in green fields
and, of course, a post-workout massage, these resorts are exactly what
a pet needs. These services run from
$15 (self-service) into the hundreds
for a full day of pampering.
Out of additional concern for the
mental health of our furry counterparts, a market for 'pet music' has
emerged. Separation anxiety can
be extremely traumatic for animals,
causing them to become stressed and
worried over the whereabouts of their
masters.
Sadly, I am not making this up

either. To ease this suffering, many
owners have resorted to purchasing
albums of soothing music, ranging
from classical greats to symphonies
of animal noises, in an effort to calm
their animals' nerves. It is recommended that the owner initially sit
with their pet and comfort them while
playing the music, so the animal will
later associate the songs with companionship.
Owners are increasingly taking
their animals with them on errands, as
the number of pet-friendly stores multiplies. Pet cafes provide a calm coffee-shop atmosphere for master and
animal to enjoy together. Pet Smart
offers a community where pet lovers
and animals alike can listen to informational sessions, mingle and most
importantly, purchase more products.
The pet business is a 28 billion dollar
a year industry and is growing faster
than ever.
I may not be completely justified
in ridiculing my friend as she rocks
her dolled- up puppy to sleep, but I
believe many agree with me that the
extent of our animal-pampering has
gotten excessive. We are a fortunate
nation to have enough money to
spend so much on so many frivolous
things, but we often lose sight of
reality. At the same time that posh
puppies are receiving face lifts and
aromatherapy sessions, SPCA's and
pounds are forced to put down thousands of animals a day because there
are simply too many strays and not
enough homes or funding. How many
animals could be housed for another
night in hopes of adoption with the
money spent on dog shoes or lavish
treats? How many strays could be
spayed or neutered for the price of a
set of prosthetic testicles?
Oh, it's a dog's life alright.
Colleen Gleeson is a sophomore
majoring in English. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Case for legalizing prostitution
stronger than many may think
Aman and woman, strangers from afar, meet at a
hotel bar. After hours of conversation and many
apple martinis, the two head upstairs where they
engage in numerous sexual acts and tantalizing positions.
By the end of the night, the man slips the woman a big
fat Benjamin, and the two go their separate ways. Did the
two commit a crime or just engage in a popular activity?
Common sense would lead me to believe
that even though money changed hands, a
private act would remain private. However,
according to the United States government,
this gentle gathering of sexual souls just
became a social menace. A crime without
victims hardly seems like a crime worth
prosecuting. In an age when Julia Roberts
can turn paid sex into one of the most profitable classics produced in the 1990s, isn't it
time to rethink the criminal ramifications of prostitution?
Possibly the most appealing argument to be made in
favor of legalizing prostitution is the ability to safeguard
public health. HlV-infection is rampant among the laborers of the sex trade industry as well as numerous other
easily-transmitted diseases. According to a Congressional
Quarterly report, 35 percent of prostitutes in New York
City were HJV positive, 50 percent in Washington, and an
astounding 57 percent in Newark. However, according to
reports done by the University of California at Berkeley
School of Public Health, brothels which are legalized in 12
rural Nevada counties tended to be comparative paragons
of public safety. None of the brothel workers had AIDS,
while six percent of the unregulated streetwalkers did.
Owners of these brothels have a great incentive to police
the health and welfare of their employees, because anything but a clean bill of health would result in the owner
being solely liable.
In the New York Times, Anna Quindlen noted that of
all the public campaigns against street crime, probably the
most unsuccessful, over time, has been the one to drive
people out of the business of selling sex. Police, judges
and court officials waste hours of taxpayers' money on a
practice that shows no signs of dwindling, either in supply
or demand. The facts don't lie: There are 90,000 annual
arrests in the United States for violations of prostitution
laws (Bureau of Justice Statistics). Additionally, a study of
the nation's 16 largest cities found that they spent a total
of $120 million in 1985 enforcing these ludicrous laws.
Seriously, this is a statistic taken only from the nation's
largest 16 cities; what would happen if we extrapolated
from that statistic for the entire nation? Los Angeles alone
reported spending $100 million in 1993 to enforce prostitution laws. Paying out large sums of money to crack

down on streetwalking only burdens the court system and
lowers police morale. Law enforcement has little effect
on the elimination of prostitution and overall offers little
protection to prostitutes at risk. It gives little relief to communities plagued by street prostitution and at best only
contains the aforementioned "menace."
Police rely on trickery and deceit to crack down on
prostitution. Perhaps the worst example
of taxpayer money being put to work
occurred in Des Moines, Washington,
MILLI
in the early 90s. Police paid a convicted
JACOBS rapist to have sex with local masseuses
Columnist after plainclothes police offers couldn't
persuade the women to engage in any
sort of intercourse. The police chief,
Martin Pratt, claimed that the rapist was uniquely qualified for the job
at hand. When asked why police instructed the felon to
consummate the acts with the alleged prostitutes, the chief
explained that stopping short "wouldn't have been appropriate." Stings like this take years and tens of thousands
of dollars to employ. Hundreds of examples like this exist
and prove that law enforcement officials would rather sacrifice the safety of a few to prosecute a career of many.
Vices are not crimes, and because of this, my greatest
problem with the crackdown on prostitution is that private
acts should remain private. As long as no one is adversely
hurt by my actions, the government has no right overstepping the walls of my bedroom to arrest me. If two consensual adults engage in sex, whose business is it that one
party benefits from their talents in a fiscal manor? The line
is grey as proved by Anna Nicole Smith. While I love and
cherish the voluptuous beauty, I cannot help but ponder
how a gold-digger of such obvious proportions can engage
in sexual acts with a wealthy individual after being allured
away from a strip joint in Texas and get away clean-handed while short-term acts of love in exchange for money
solicit public and legal persecution.
Prostitution may be a nasty business, but it's not the
government's. In 2001, it was printed in the Economist
that "it might be a transaction with peculiar psychological implications for both parties, but that sort of anxiety is
beyond the law's remit." The issue is not whether prostitution is immoral, but instead whether or not the employing
of police clampdown will truly make society a safer place.
While college students and movie stars are busy romping
from one bed to another, at least it can be said that prostitutes are honest about what they are.
Milli Jacobs is a junior majoirng in economics. E-mail
comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Coming soon to your
from the EDITOR'Sfefc
town: Christian Exodus
Batten down the hatches. Wield
your voter registration cards.
The crazies are coming to
town.
The organization called "Christian
Exodus" is currently working to
move tens of thousands of very religious, secession-minded individuals
to none other than our great state of
South Carolina.
By 2016 through a
"series of emigrations"
the movement's founder
Cory Burnell plans to
have his zealots here
and prepare them to take
over our state and local
governments. And we
thought higher education cuts and health care
were at the top of our governmental
concerns.
Among the national governmental
"problems" the group cites on its
webpage are the legalization of abortion, gay marriage in Massachusetts,
the separation of church and state,
schools' evolution teachings, the
absence of the Ten Commandments
in public buildings, the legalization
of sodomy which they complain is
"celebrat(ed) as diversity rather than
condemned as perversion" and a
fear that "preaching" will soon be
outlawed.
With South Carolina's history,
recent and past legislation, size and
pleasant weather his choosing our
state is somewhat understandable.
Besides our flirtation with secession, on paper we add up to a pretty
exodus-friendly state in other ways.
Two years ago our legislature
passed a bill that would mandate the
posting of the Ten Commandments
in public buildings. We have a law
against gay marriage. It seems that
we have a church on every street
corner. We're home to Bob Jones
University.
Why they chose South Carolina
does not necessarily worry me. I
want to know why they think they
can just have our state without some
kind of fight. South Carolinians are
many things, but it is hard for me to
see them twiddling their thumbs and
sitting on their voter registrations
cards while thousands of radicals set
up governmental shop.
"It's very, very doable," Burnell
said last week during a presentation
in Greenville. About 100 people
gathered to hear him speak.
Burnell, 29, is from California.
He's dedicated to his cause. His
ideas about freedom and government
aren't exactly mainstream, but he
cares enough about them to want to
start a new country of sorts.
But, at the end of the day, I'd
like to say that Burnell has about as
much a shot at taking over our state
as I have at winning the lottery here
before he does. He has no chance,
but the implications are insulting.
Let's place him at one extreme end

of the political spectrum. Now consider all the people between Burnell
and your average Clemson student,
between him and your average
South Carolinian.
Are there people here who agree
with his ideas? I'd be willing to bet
that the majority of our state would
agree with a few of his complaints
against our government. But, would
they agree with
all of them?
For those
South Carolinians
who are closer
to Burnell's end
of the spectrum,
do they perceive
the separation
of church and
state, gay marriage and gay sex as
equivalent to Christian persecution?
Do people who hold these beliefs
receive an education in issues from
anywhere besides their own parishes? If a significant portion of our
state disagrees with radicals like
Burnell, is anyone willing to stand
up and express their point of view?
As Homecoming for the Tigers
nears, I can't help but contrast the
pride and enthusiasm that we show
for our team with the effort we put
forth in our communities. For many
of us here, South Carolina is equivalent to our "home team." We share
in losses like overall SAT scores,
under-funded public education, the
rate of teen pregnancy and heart
disease; we share the wins as well.
Unlike football, however, we can
take a very active part in changing the outcome of our situation.
Participation is the answer to keeping crazies from taking over our
state, to preventing a too-extreme
drift towards either end of the political spectrum, to social and economic concerns, among other problems.
The most insulting implication
within Burnell's plan is his belief
that the people of South Carolina
just don't care. Yes, maybe he
believes that we have a pseudo-caring receptive group of conservatives, but he also must believe that
those who wouldn't be inherently
receptive are too lazy to speak up.
Burnell's assumptions have
caused me to question my neighbors' beliefs. I'm curious to know
if he's right, curious to know what
they're thinking.
Start talking about the issues that
matter to you, a good conversation,
whether it's in the classroom or
over a game of pool, is one of the
best ways to test your own ideas.
Then take your ideas to the polls.
Be heard. And if you happen to
see some folks in Confederate flag
shirts, toting Bibles and handing out
campaign stickers, give me a call.
Caroline Stone is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

A quick update on the Tiger
redesign — you may
have noticed that News
and Sports have two extra pages
each, while TimeOut has four
fewer pages. TimeOut also has
fewer advertisements this week,
so it should even out. This is the
proposed post-redesign size of the
newspaper. Though Timeout will
offer less content, it will be more
substantial. Sports this week has
a new feature, a weekly occurrence that will continue in the
upcoming year. There is also more
color in the main body
of the newspaper. This
will change from week
to week depending on
advertising and section
requirements. More color
allows us to use pictures
and graphics in a more
effective manner.
Starting soon, we will post prototype sections in PDF form on
our web site, so keep checking up
there and give us your feedback.
We aim to put this redesign into
place for the new year, and we'd
really like your ideas as we make
the Tiger better for you.
Now, on to the issue at hand.
In the last few weeks, I had two
unthinkable events happen.
My cell phone stopped working. It had been on the decline
for a few years now, ever since
my older brother dropped it in a
nightclub in Hawaii. Then there
was the time I dropped it in the
wine cooler at work and didn't
discover it for a few hours. It's
also been in the Atlantic Ocean
and Lake Hartwell, not to mention
the Pacific Ocean. Heck, it's even
been to the O.C.
So I guess I really shouldn't
have been surprised, but its most
recent descent into uselessness
came only days after I downloaded
a new ringtone — Europe's "Final
Countdown." (That's also the
song that they play on "Arrested
Development" when Gob performs
an illusion. If you don't know
what this shameless plug is about,
watch the show on Monday nights
on Fox.)
The second event was my e-mail
client crashing, coinciding with
The Tiger's e-mail server crashing.
I was a cybernetic mute for two
weeks. I came to rely even more
upon my cell phone and am only
now getting back into the e-mail
swing of things. Luckily, the service was restored just before my
cell phone died, otherwise I might
have actually started studying.
I hate to think that I've become
that attached to my cell phone —
it's really just sad. When I used to
live on campus, I'd use the walking time (just like everyone else)
to call my girlfriend or my parents

and catch up. Since I live off-campus, my walking time has been
somewhat protracted, but now it's
oddly quiet. I think of things that
would be great to call my girlfriend or parents to brag/gloat/pout
about, but then I remember that
the phone is no more, and I have
to wait until I can send them an email or something.
Now I get to watch all of you,
talking on your cell phones. I
tried to figure out how many cell
phones there must be in the world
if this tiny college town has so
many, but then
my brain startNAYLOR
ed hurting.
BROWNELL
In fact, I've
Editor in been sick the
Chief last few days,
and it eerily
corresponds
with my phone
shutting down. I know correlation
is not causation, but it's still a fun
thought to entertain — it's like the
plot of a cheesy sci-fi movie.
Speaking of sci-fi movies, I'd
like to rip a quote from Wonder
Woman, who said, "Yesterday's
science fiction is today's science
fact." That seems to be the trend in
communication technology.
It seems like communication
technology is all moving towards
(and in some cases, past) the
things they always had in Star
Wars/Star Trek movies. You can
now get cell phones that store
songs, pictures and movies.
Phones have screensavers as well
as video capabilities. MTV is even
broadcasting a show directly to
cell phones. E-mail, stock quotes
and weather are old news.
One day, we're all just going to
have the one little device that does
everything. Isn't this all-powerful Blackberry-like device a bit
like putting all of our eggs in one
basket?
Sadly, this does seem to be the
trend in America and around the
world today. Consolidation is the
key. Everyone has pointed out
how we like to go to one place to
get all our shopping done, how
we expect to get everything at the
push of a button. It's that attitude
that's led to Wal-Mart, Fox and
Cable News Networks and online
poker.
The best part is, there's no sign
of the trend stopping. Who knows
what fun gadgets our children will
have to get hooked on?
Yes, one day, we're all just
going to have that one little device
that does everything. Oh, that poor
soul who drops his in the wine
cooler/ocean.
Naylor Brownell is a junior in biological sciences. E-mail comments to
letters@ TheTigerNews. com.

BRIEF PAWS
AnS.C. man thwarted a carjacking by pouring
his fast food coffee on the carjacker's throat.
He then wrestled the carjacker to the ground
and turned the gun on the carjacker.
The U.S. House of Representatives recently
passed the "cheeseburger bill" shielding the
fast food industry from obesity lawsuits. Wow,
so now parents will have to be responsible!

eAM

A Brazilian psychic has filed suit in his
nation s court claiming his tips led to the
capture of Saddam Hussein. He is suing for
the United States' $25 million bounty.
Clemson s computer science department won
several top awards for research and animation
at the 2005 Eurographics conference at Trinity
College in Dublin.
An Austrian mayor is campaigning against
Halloween. He delivered letters calling the
holiday a crass, American commercialiation of
All Saints 'Day to each home in his town.
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Doors at 6 pm

With CU ID
$7 for Bowl Seats
$10 for Floor Access

THil<K«'I>AW

Without CU ID
$17 for Bowl Seats
$20 for Floor Access

PROMOTIONS

UTTLETOHNCC
$5 Added to Ticket Prices on Day of Show
Additional Fees Added at Point of Purchase
Limit One Discounted Ticket per CUID
CU Discounts Made Possible by TPP Concert Committee Allocation

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

Hotline: 864.656.2461
www.clemsonmajorevents.com

iHreit w a x
presents
Come dressed up in your
most creative Halloween
costume. $300 in cash
prizes will be
given away!
For adults 17 and older.

Come dip your
hand in warm
oozing wax to make
some spooky art
you can take home!

FREE with your
concert t i cket!

Huge open dance
floor and
outrageous light

show throughout
the night.

Countless other creepy
attractions and freebies to
ou entertained

Columns

TimeOut • Page D2

ON THE

PROWL

BY ORSON SWELLES
Scented candles are lit. Wine
glasses are nearly empty. Lights
have been dimmed. And you are
about to give your date the tour of
your bedroom. As you walk in and
see your stereo, you attempt to turn
on some music to set the mood for
the rest of the night. With hundreds
of CDs and absolutely no idea what
the other person likes listening to,
you start to panic.
Picking music to have sex to is
a risky endeavor that may divulge
some information about your lovemaking style before any clothes
come off. For example, people often
default to Marvin Gaye, Damien
Rice or Barry White because they
know that these crooners make
women feel relaxed and sexy.
Those artists are fine but only if
you want to have a night of utterly
predictable and average sex. To truly
have something remarkable goin'
on, go out on a limb and pick some
genres that are seemingly unrelated
to sex.
Ladies, if he puts in a country CD,
expect a long night of work. Reverse
cowgirl is the position of choice, and
don't be surprised if while you are
trying your best to have an intimate
session, he is drinking a can of Bud
and looking past your naked body to
see who is leading the pack at the
Daytona 500.
You may want to go the jazz route,
but be careful which type ofjazz you
choose. "Sax on the Beach" by John
Tesh may seem like a perfect accomplice, but this is best left to sexual
encounters with older women who
conceived their first children to the
likes of Kenny G.

Is your partner a free
jazz lover? You better do
some stretches before the
night because your man
is doing it improv-style.
One minute he is doing
the missionary position
and everything is ok.
Then, without warning,
you are flipped over,
and he begins the ancient
Buddhist reverse rare
white tiger position. For the next 50
minutes, you will be at his whim,
and every night is a different event.
Girls like the bad boys, so what
about a night of punk-rock loving?
Expect the sex to be dirty, but don't
look for any "conformist" sex positions. Your night of getting down
will be bedroom anarchy with no
higher power controlling what you
two do.
Chances are that he doesn't like
big corporations, so make sure you
get a lesser-known brand of condom
so that even his penis supports small
business.
Even more extreme would be sex
to the tune of metal. While not as
dirty as sex with the crusty punk,
this sex will be intense and will
most likely involve leather. It will
be a veritable blanket mosh pit, but
if he gets rough and grabs your hair,
you are in luck. His locks are probably longer than yours (if he is truly
metal), so just grab his right back.
Blood sacrifices will only work
to make the sex better, and chances
are you will be thanking Satan for
the sex afterwards. If he plays Judas
Priest, watch out. The sex will still
involve leather, but most of the

CHECK OUT
Three new 1 hr courses for
Spring 2006!
Take 1, 2, or all 3 coitrses to find
out if you have plant passion.

Desperate Houseplants
(HORT 202 - Sec l Mon 11:15 to 12:10)
You see them in malls, mansions and mobile
homes-desperate houseplants-struggling to survive,
desperate for attention. Who are they? Why are
they desperate? What do they want? Learn their
names, their secrets and how you can make
them happy.

Vines, Wines and Brews
(HORT 202 - Sec 2 Wed 11:15 to 12:10)
Ever wonder how your favorite beverages travel
from the vineyard or the hops field to your glass?
Join us to learn about the history, art and science of
wine-making and beer-brewing.

Herbology and Potions
(HORT 202 - Sec 3, Friday 11:15 to 12:10)
Variety is the spice of life- see how herbs and
potions will fire your mortal imagination.

night he will be doing it from
the back.
Maybe he will try to be cool
and play some indie rock or emo
that you probably have never
heard of. A night of hipster sex can
be good, but most likely it will be
annoying. He will take five to
10 minutes just peeling off his
super-tight girl jeans, and then
another five to 10 minutes
styling his hair just right for
the mood.
During sex, he won't do
any of the top 40 sexual positions, and he will constantly
remind you that he heard about
some position way before anyone
else did. After only a couple of
minutes, he will finish, cry about
his inadequacy and then write
about the night in his blog.
Look out for a fan of grind core
or spazz music. The sex is going to
be blisteringly fast, furiously intense
and ear-bleedingly loud, but it will
be over in less than a minute. To
contrast this, be on the lookout for
a fan of post-rock or ambient rock.
Sex will begin slowly with a lot of
foreplay and buildup. By the time
you start to climax, you will feel
relaxed, yet empowered. The climax
will be the longest and greatest of
your life, and afterwards there will
be a long cool down period involving dreamy cuddling.
Let's say he decides a jam band is
the perfect set of background tunes.
He will probably light up a joint and
drink a lot more than wine beforehand. The sex will go on a lot longer
than you want, and by the end you
will wish you were drunk so that you
could forget the evening.
Once you finish, he will come
back in bed for an absurdly long
encore, when all you really want to
do is go home.
Techno music will be just as
long but slightly different. Instead
of drinking, there will probably be
ecstasy involved. His room will
have black lights, and instead of
being completely nude, you will
have to wear glow-stick necklaces
and bracelets.
He will then proceed to do the
same driving hump for hours in
hours, pausing every once and a
while to slow down before the
humping starts back in full force.
If he plays any Ani DiFranco,
Indigo Girls or Melissa Etheridge,
he wants you to be on top most
of the time. Chances are he feels
strong only when he is around a
strong woman. Beware if he asks
you to wear one of his flannel shirts,
because he is probably leading up to
asking you for a menage a trois.
In all truthfulness, during your
date you should try to see what
musical tastes you two have in common, and if you find a genre that you
both like, play something mellow so
that your candlesticks and wineglasses fit with the music.
If you have no musical tastes in
common, fear not. Turn the stereo
off, and make your own sweet
music. That genre is sure to please
everyone ... except your neighbors.
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Chef's Corner:
Taste the holiday
AMANDA GURGANUS

Staff Writer
Need something to do with all of
the pumpkins you are carving for
Halloween? Well, here is a simple traditional choice ... pumpkin pie. Even
though this is rather conventional, it is
still a lot of fun.
First, you will need a few items.
The key ingredient is one and a half
cooked and strained pumpkin, or simply purchase pumpkin filling in a can.
This method is much easier and the
taste is only a small difference. This
also makes it easier to have pumpkin
pie throughout the year.
You will also need the following:
2/3 cup sugar
1/4 cup brown sugar
1 1/2 cups evaporated skim milk
3 eggs
3/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/8 teaspoon ground cloves
1/4 teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon grated orange peel
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 unbaked pie shell
All of the spices should be available
on the cooking isle at any grocery
store. A helpful hint is that the spices
are almost always in alphabetical
order, so it is easier to find them. In
addition, there is no reason to buy the
more expensive spices — the store
brands work just fine — so save your
money for something else (unless you
just want a specific brand).
The orange peel is also pre-grated
and can be found in the same spice
section. There is usually a section that
has orange peels, lemon peels, etc.
This, again, is the easy route.
However, you are more than welcome to get an orange and grate off
some of the peelings yourself, it could
be more fun. Just take an orange
and run it up and down on a grater
until you get a pile that equates to a
teaspoon. It can be a bit messy, but
just clean the counter up when you
are done.
A couple alterations: You can
replace the one-fourth of a cup of
nutmeg with the same amount of
allspice. Where the nutmeg gives it
a sweeter taste, the allspice becomes
just a filler. I prefer the nutmeg, but
either works fine.
The second alteration is the addition of Bourbon. It creates "Bourbon
Pumpkin Pie," which gives it a
slightly different taste. It adds a kick,
if you will.
Now that you have all the ingre-

dients you need, it is time to start
cooking.
First, preheat the oven to 425
degrees. Don't forget to do this! If you
don't, it takes twice as long to wait
for the oven to preheat, and for pies
and most other desserts, you want it
preheated so the dessert cooks evenly
and thoroughly, and you don't burn it
(that's what I always end up doing).
While the oven preheats, get a large
mixing bowl. Put the eggs in the bowl
first. Most recipes call to put the eggs
in after putting all of the powders in
the bowl, but there is a secret to this.
If you put the eggs in the bowl before
anything else, you will be able to see
any shells that get in, and you can easily get them out before anything else
mixes with it.
If you put all the powders in the
bowl and then put the eggs in, you
will probably not even be able to tell if
you get a shell in the mix and you will
therefore find a "crunch" in your pie.
I admit I am a lot better about not
dropping pieces of shells in anymore,
but there is still the occasional accident. My theory is that it is better to be
safe than sorry (or embarrassed).
Now, mix the pumpkin, sugars,
orange peel and spices in that bowl.
Next add the evaporated milk. Stir
all the ingredients together, mixing
them well.
My favorite pie shell is the
Pillsbury shell crusts. These come in
a two-pack that you can get from the
store in the refrigerated section next to
the biscuits. Each is a thin roll of crust
that you place into a pie pan. Make
sure the crust is flush on the bottom of
the pan or it will burst and get filling
everywhere in the pan.
You have to cut the excess off by
running a knife around the edges of
the pan. Then you get to crimp the
edges of the pie.
You can use a fork and press
indentions around the edges. My
favorite way to crimp is to pinch a
small amount of the dough between
your thumb and pointer finger and go
around the outside of the pie making
a wavy design. Now you can eat the
extra dough — it is very good!
You can also go the simpler way
of pie crust, which is to get the premade ones at the store. This is fine for
any type of pie; I just like the fresher
things better.
Now that the shell is ready, pour the
filling into it. If you put aluminum foil
loosely around the crust of the pie, it
will prevent the edges from burning.
Bake at 450 degrees for 15 minutes,
then reduce the heat to 350 degrees
and bake for 45 minutes more.
When time is up, take the pie out
of the oven and let it cool. It is now
ready to eat.
You can add whipped cream or a
cherry or add a scoop of your favorite
ice cream for some extra flavor.

THE JET PROGRAM - CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
• Teach English to Japanese youth in the public schools
• Work in local government offices
• Experience the Japanese culture
• Gain international experience
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance, training
and more!
Application deadline: November 29, 2005
For more information or to apply on-line, visit our
website, www.us.emb-japan.go.jp and click on
the JET link.
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The Almond: Barbara chews
your ear off in advice column
JOE GILLIS

Staff Writer
With Halloween fast approaching, Almond reporters have been
spotting more and more zombies
overtaking the Clemson campus.
In honor of these new members
of our student body, The Almond
presents an advice column on
how to relate to your new undead
classmates — "Ask Barbara."
Dear Barbara:
I met a guy (we'll call him Eric)
once at a party. We hit it off, but
when he died, he started creeping
me out. He's always following
me slowly with his arms outstretched. I started getting phone
calls that were just moaning on
the other end, which I think are
from him. I know the undead can't
really be considered stalkers, but
it's really becoming a problem.
— A girl (we'll call me Erin)
Some guys can come on strong,
stronger than they realize. Many
believe that tenacity is the best
way to get a girl to go out with
them. For a walking corpse, tenac-

ity of purpose is all they have left
— that and a hunger for flesh. I
recommend getting an ax and letting him know that you two have
no future together by removing
his head or destroying his brain.
Hey Barbara:
There is a girl I like who has a
boyfriend. The trouble is, he and I
are roommates. To make it more
complicated, he recently joined the
ranks of the walking dead. He and
I got along really well, but I really
want to ask out his girlfriend. How
long should I wait before I do this?
— Dead and Confused
Usually, if a friend breaks up with
someone, it is best to ask their blessing before moving ahead. However,
if you tried that, your friend would
try to kill and eat you. Since we do
not know if he would have done that
if he were alive, you are free to ask
whenever she is done mourning.
Dear Barbara:
My roommate is very religious,
and she keeps calling this the end of
the world. How do I let her know that
I don't feel the same way and don't

the ALMOND
TimeOut

Worst

Halloween
Costumes

want to go to her FCA meetings?
— Bible Beaten
Bringing up religious differences
is never easy, Bible Beaten. But
honesty is the best policy. If you
don't believe that hell is full or that
God is punishing us for our gluttony, then it is best to let her know.
Dear Barbara:
Ever since this zombie apocalypse started, I've been getting a
huge rush out of cutting a swath
through the zombie hoard. I mean,
I just love it! My thrill-seeking
has started to worry my friends;
how do I tell them to lay off?
— Loves Removing Heads
Well, Loves Removing Heads,
I may have to agree with your
friends. There are healthy ways to
show your love of melee, but are
you using them? Are you doing
this through a club or militia or
are you just going out on your
own? Your friends like you and
don't want to see you get hurt. Do
them a favor and show them what
safety precautions you're taking.
This article has been provided by
The Almond, Clemson's circumlocutious journal of news and opinion. Remember, computers love
www.thealmond.com!

Scariest
Band:
GWAR

ADAM STEINBERG

TimeOut Layout Editor
The day of the dead is upon us.
Halloween is a time for ghoulish
fun and tricks. Everyone is going
to be trick-or-treating, going to a
holiday party, or both.
There are some great costumes
out there that will surely make you
the hit of any Halloween party.
There are also some costumes that
will make you the blunt of many
jokes.
TimeOut is here to point out
a few of these potential costume
blunders. You have been forewarned.
1. The KKK Ghost
This
costume isn't really as bad as it
sounds, and people victim to this
blunder usually have innocent
intentions.
According to a TimeOut staffer,
one Halloween in his youth he
decided to dress like a ghost - the
traditional way.
You guessed it: He wore a sheet
with two eyes. Everyone thinks of
this as the simplest of Halloween
costumes. A child doesn't look
quite so innocent when he looks
like he should be riding a horse
and wielding a saber, though.
2. The College Student —
Come on. You're in college. Sure,
you dress like a bum, and you
haven't showered in days. You're
scary. We get it.
Halloween is a day for putting
your inhibitions to the wind, so
jump in the shower and then dress
up like a Mormon - anything
besides yourself. Show a little bit
of creativity.
Anyone who dresses as a college
student for Halloween deserves to
get raisins covered with garlic
instead of chocolate.

3. The Toilet Paper Mummy —
These can be funny, given the right
situation. This usually involves
large consumptions of alcohol on
a day other than Halloween.
Anyone wearing a toilet paper
mummy costume on Halloween
should be shot for disrespecting
this day of sinful fun.
It's obvious that you have disrespected this wonderful day with
your lack of costume planning.
If you just have to wear toilet
paper on Halloween, why not
make a diaper out of the toilet
paper. You could dress as a baby!
4. Single Member of a Group
— Sonny without Cher, MaryKate without Ashley, Bill without
Ted. Dressing as any member of
these groups without their partner could be catastrophic to any
Halloween costume aspirations.
Imagine dressing as Cher
and having everyone shriek at
your ghoulish costume in fright
because they mistake Cher for a
zombie, simply because Sonny is
not present.
Duos must be represented
together on Halloween.
5. Wearing a child's costume
— We aren't writing about dressing as Wolverine or a Power
Ranger, because this would be
fine.
We are writing about actually wearing a Wolverine costume
made for a seven-year-old when
you are six feet tall.
No one wants to see a 200pound man fit into a spandex costume with an 18-inch waist.
Similarly, we don't want to see
a 250-pound woman dressed as
Marilyn Monroe.
Pudge is a sin that no one wants
to see any day of the year. Keep
that junk stuffed in your trunk.
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A Few Good "Fright-day"
Night Movies ■».

John "HeH"-garty

With Halloween falling on a Monday this year, many college students will get their partying and trick-or-treating (mostly tricking)
out of the way on Friday and Saturday night. This leaves them with wide-open schedules for this, the most sacred of holidays. But do
not despair children, there are a number of activities to pass the time while still observing this wonderful holiday. One classic and fun
way to celebrate All Hallows Eve is to watch scary movies because it's just not Halloween until somebody gets so scared that they crap themselves.
There is such a vast library of frightening features that you may feel overwhelmed. Do not worry though because this article will provide you with a
guide to watching dark, scary or utterly absurd movies this Halloween.
Dark! "Donnie Darko" is a disturbing movie about a really disturbed kid. Donnie sleepwalks out of his house one night and meets a giant demonic
rabbit named Frank. Frank tells Donnie the world will end in 28 days, six hours, 42 minutes and 12 seconds; you'd think a giant bunny would be more
chipper. The next morning, Donnie returns to his home to find that a jet engine has crashed into his bedroom. Donnie spends the remainder of the movie
trying to figure out why he survived, as well as deal with the town people and commit various acts of vandalism, as egged on by Frank, of course. But one is
left to wonder who (or what) exactly Frank is. Donnie eventually asks, "Why do you wear that stupid bunny suit?" Frank responds with, "Why are you wearing that stupid man suit?" So, if this
Halloween,you are interested in watching a movie about a disturbed adolescent who believes the world will end because a giant bunny told him so, then check out "Donnie Darko."
SCa ry'. "Darkness Falls" is a town plagued by the legend of an old woman that once gave children presents for their baby teeth. Plagued by misfortune and eventually death by hanging, she
becomes a demon tooth fairy who visits you in your sleep. But if you catch a peek, the only thing left under your pillow is a pool of blood.The old woman who became the demon was burned so
badly that she can no longer enter the light. As a demon, she hides her face behind a porcelain mask.One little boy survived her visit, and he is determined to save other children who may become her victims. No one in town believes the legends, but someone will as darkness falls. So if this Halloween you are interested in watching a movie about a demonic tooth fairy that is so
vain she'll kill for a peek, then checkout "Darkness Falls."
Utterly AbSUrCf: "Leprechaun: Back 2 tha Hood" is the sixth edition to the "Leprechaun" series. There are no hearts, stars or horseshoes, nor clovers or blue moons, but there is one
pissed off little elf that wants his pot o' gold. A rainbow has appeared in the hood and someone has stolen the gold found at the end of it. The leprechaun must have it back, and the thieves must
pay. He may be on a murderous rampage, but we get to see the lighter side of this diabolical midget. He goes through some of the same problems that college students face everyday. You see,
he is faced with the peer pressure of drug use and is concerned about his sex life, but don't worry, ladies, he asserts the fact that although he's only three feet and six inches high, "I make up for it
in other areas, if you know what I mean." If this Halloween you are interested in watching a movie about a mystical murderous elf with a thirst for blood and a libido to match, then check out
"Leprechaun: Back 2 tha Hood."

TimeOut's Haunted House Tour
(Or other random scary place)

By Brandon "My Hair Is Spook-tacular" Bilinski and Michael "My Scrawny
White Legs Scare Women and Children" Hunley
Remember those craptacular Halloween Haunted Houses of your youth where 40-year-old bald guys would jump out of
closets in a skeleton costume and unenthusiastically scream, "Yeah, boo, whatever." Well, those days are over! The surrounding communities of Clemson have a wide assortment of haunted houses and spooky attractions to scare the Costa Del Mars
and Uggs off any fraternity or sorority member.
On your frequent trips to Anderson via Hwy. 76, you must have noticed the colorful signs for The Nightmare Manor,
located at 503 of the 28 bypass. Open for all ages and advertising "14 rooms of pure terror," the Manor costs $7 to enterthere's no guarantee you'll come out alive (cue evil laughter).
Make sure you head over to Greenville and experience Nightmare on Pendleton Street, located, coincidentally enough, on
904 Pendleton Street in the old mortuary. A new event includes a Body Drop where, in order to escape from Dr. Satan (who
knew Satan had a doctorate!),you must go down a slide which the mortuary had originally used to dump dead bodies
through. I think I speak for everyone when I say "Ew!".
A farm may not seem like a prime locale for Halloween adventures, but Denver Downs is trying to say otherwise.This
farm, which usually plays host to a delicious fresh food market, decided to host a corn maze and pumpkin patch in
the fall. You may have seen their billboard proclaiming, "Get lost in the Maize." As a man who can appreciate a good
pun, Denver Downs has won my approval as the best local corn maze.
Another Halloween conglomerate that has an exuberant amount of billboards is Greenville's Slaughter Swamp. This
is one of the most talked about haunted areas in the region, and they have been putting it on for a few years, so the
quality and longevity is there.
So this Halloween, if you want to see something really scary (and I'm not talking about your parents dressing up in
matching hot dog and taco outfits) head over to one of these attractions for a pants-wettingly spooky time.

Pumpkin Phun
By Adam "Frankenstein"-berg
Halloween is never complete without the required pumpkin carving. Being greeted by glowing pumpkins as you walk up to a
house for trick-or-treating is simply a right of being a child.
Some people do not realize that pumpkins are useful for many other activities besides carving. Sure, carving a pumpkin is fun,
but what about devouring your delicious pumpkin, wearing it or even using it as a household appliance?
We all enjoy a delicious pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving, but Halloween, with all of those fresh pumpkins lying around the house,
is really the perfect time for pumpkin pie. In order to make the most delicious pumpkin pie ever known to man, simply puree
fresh pumpkin and substitute it for canned pumpkin in your favorite recipe (and check out the recent edition of Chef's Corner
to find out how).
Another deliciously edible part of your pumpkin is the seeds. These are similar to sunflower seeds, only bigger and more
delectable. Pumpkin seeds are quite easy to make, and all you need to do is make sure all the seeds are separated from the pulp
and then toast the seeds in the oven. Don't worry, pumpkins won't grow in your stomach ... we hope.
It's been getting quite chilly outside lately. Mother always said to keep your ears warm to avoid getting sick Most people
choose to wear ear muffs or a toboggan to keep their head warm.They are forgetting that there are pumpkins waiting to be
worn.
It is easy to fashion a warm pumpkin hat for yourself.The pumpkin you carved for Halloween should have eyes already cut into
it. All you have to do then is cut a hole big enough in the bottom to fit your head into and then plop the pumpkin onto your
head. Viola: A beautiful new hat!
There are many more useful purposes-a pumpkin could easily serve as a cooking pot, wash basin, toilet or garbage can.
Make sure to never throw away your Halloween pumpkin, as there are an infinitesimal number of uses for it.
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Bale suits up as newest, coolest Batman ever
BATMAN BEGINS
Warner Bros.
RELEASE: Out Now
BRANDON BILINSKI

Assistant TimeOut Editor
The life cycle of the current
"Batman" movies has been a turbulent ride.
Tim Burton brought the Dark
Knight to the big screen in
1989 amidst one of the greatest
movie villains of all time, Jack
Nicholson as the Joker.
As the series progressed, the
dark edge began to lighten, and
humor consumed the series.
Joel Schumacher is blamed for
ruining the series, and rightfully
so.
Eight long Batman-less years
after the travesty known as
"Batman & Robin" comes a brand
new spin on the series, known as
"Batman Begins."
From the beginning of this film,
it feels like a totally new series,
which is a good thing.
Directed by Christopher Nolan,
known mainly for his excellent
artistic thriller "Memento," and
starring cult favorite Christian

Bale, this Batman movie seemed
like it would be an artsy action
flick instead of cheesy comedy as
the previous two were.
Everything you knew about
Batman started anew, and instead
of being strictly based on the DC
Comic, it was more based on the
Batman graphic novel by Frank
Miller (of "Sin City" fame).
The storyline is excellent and
all of Batman's gadgets and training actually make sense.
I always wondered where
Batman got his spiky wrist gauntlets, and in the movie, they show
that all of Batman's skills and
gadgets came from his stay in a
ninja camp.
If the movie had no plot and no
good acting, I still would've liked
it better than the others for finally
making Batman more of a stealthy
ninja-like character instead of an
all-guns-blazing action star.
I was skeptical when I first saw
the new Batmobile, known as The
Tumbler.
After watching the film, you
realize how useful and perfectly
designed the new one is compared to the Batmobiles before
(fins, anyone?).
I usually find introductory
super hero movies to be a bit
tedious while the sequels provide

the real action ("Spiderman" and
"X-Men" for example), but this
film had the perfect mix of a back
story and a plot, making it flow
tremendously well.
I only have a couple of small
gripes with the film, and one fix
could have made the experience
perfect for me.
The fight scenes were choreographed at a very close range,
which made it hard to see what
was going on.
I understand that Batman was
stealthily fighting, but after you
witness all the training Bruce
Wayne went through, you want to
see it put to good use.
Another tiny gripe was in the
dialogue.
I thought that Katie Holmes
was a throwaway character that
they added in simply to draw
extra people to the theaters to see
Batman's love interest.
Let Bruce Wayne get the feel
of the Batsuit before he cavorts
around town looking for lovers.
The scene at the end between the
two of them was painful.
Also, Sergeant Jim Gordon's
line when Batman drives off in
the Batmobile should have been
cut.
If there is anything more cliched than an "I gotta get me one

of those" line, I haven't found it. I
was expecting Will Smith to jump
out and yell "Aww, Hell No!" to
keep the laughs a-coming.
This line harkened back to the
days of Arnold Schwarzenegger
shouting, "Alright, everyone,
chill!" as Mr. Freeze in "Batman
& Robin."
"Batman Begins" should never
remind us of that film.
The DVD is worth buying for
the film alone, but the fact that
it is a deluxe edition makes it an
even better buy.
There is an extra disc full

of almost every documentary
you could want to see about
"Batman Begins," from one
about The Tumbler to one about
how Christian Bale went from
120 pounds (his weight for his
last film "The Machinist") to the
well-built Bruce Wayne in a small
amount of time.
If you have ever liked Batman,
comics or any well thought-out
action movie, buy this DVD.
In the words of the future
Commissioner Gordon, you gotta
go get a copy of this movie on
DVD.

COURTESY WARNER BROS

THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: Christian Bale swoops down as the new
and improved Caped Crusader in "Batman Begins, " now on DVD.

Mortensen, Harris get "Violent" Disturbed pumps
fist with new album
A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE
New Line
RELEASE: Out Now

TYLER MILLS

Staff Writer
You might have thought from
the previews that "A History of
Violence" was going to be one of
the most exciting thrillers of the
summer, but I'll go ahead and end
that notion right now.
Director David Cronenberg
("Dead Ringers," "The Fly")
wanted to create anything but a
big summer blockbuster.
By examining aggression and
its effects on a family, he has
allowed the viewers to tap into
a larger idea of how violence
affects our society as a whole.
What results is a challenging film that I have repeatedly
described to my friends as "good,
but not necessarily enjoyable."
"A History of Violence" begins
with a very slow and deliberate
tracking shot, slightly reminiscent of Hitchcock's "Rope" or
Welles' "Touch of Evil," that
follows two men as they leave
their small-town motel room in
the morning.
We eventually find out that
these two men probably aren't
churchgoing folks. This shot
essentially sets the tone for the
rest of the picture.
Many of the scenes that follow
proceed at a snail's pace, punctu-

ated only by their quick bursts of
violence and/or sexuality.
Viggo Mortensen, most wellknown for his role as Aragorn
in the "Lord of the Rings" epics,
plays Tom Stall, the owner of a
hole-in-the-wall diner in a holein-the-wall town.
Along with his wife Edie
(Maria Bello), son Jack (Ashton
Holmes) and daughter Sarah
(Heidi Hayes), they live a rather
uneventful life. Jack has some
trouble at school with a local
bully; Sarah is scared of finding
monsters in her closet; Tom and
Edie still enjoy a little nookie
when the kids aren't in the home.
It's nothing incredibly exciting. Tom Stall is essentially an
average guy, and that's a point
that Cronenberg wants to make
abundantly clear.
When the two men from the
motel decide that Tom's diner
looks like a good place to score
some cash, the situation gets
pretty nasty.
Before the criminals can put a
bullet through one of the employees, Tom quickly springs into
action.
He fills one guy with enough
bullets to send him flying through
the window, while the other gets
an execution-style "tap" to the
head.
And just like Cronenberg had
probably hoped, someone in the
audience when I went to see the
movie began to cheer when Tom
iced the baddies.
I'll even admit: I gave myself a
small fist-pump, too.

2005 TAKASHI SIEDA/ NEW LINE PRODUCTIONS

HAVE YOU SEEN FR0D0 LATELY?: Viggo Mortensen serves an evil
gangster played by Ed Harris in the thriller "A History of Violence.

After Tom's name appears on
the news, he becomes a local
celebrity who killed the bad guys
and saved lives in the process. It's
something he definitely wants to
put behind him.
But someone has different
plans. A glass-eyed gangster
named Carl Fogarty (a scary-ashell Ed Harris) comes into town
and wants to talk to Tom.
There's only one problem: Carl
thinks that Tom is really some
mobster from New Jersey named
Joey.
This sets in motion the rest of
the story's events, which I will
refrain from spoiling.
I cannot exactly recommend
"A History of Violence," but I
will say that it is a powerful and
disturbing picture.
The movie barely squeaked by
with an R rating, so keep in mind
that the title definitely serves as
an apt description for the film.
Despite all of this, screenwriter John Olson has skillfully
adapted the graphic novel from
John Wagner and Vince Locke,
and Cronenberg has given us one
of his most compelling films yet
— a piece that forces us to look
deep within ourselves when our
instinct tells us to cheer on the
violence showed in the film.

TimeOut will
be experiencing
ch-ch-ch-changes
over the
next week.
Please let
Adam know
what you think.
timeout(
thetigerne ws. com

TEN THOUSAND FISTS
Disturbed
RELEASE: Out Now
AMANDA GURGANUS

Staff Writer
If you want an album that is
true to its word and knows how
to rock, "Ten Thousand Fists" is
for you.
With an amazing sound and
some hardcore lyrics, the band
Disturbed has done it again,
releasing another album that hit
number one on the charts within
the first week.
Since its debut on September
27, 2005, "Ten Thousand Fists"
has already succeeded in this
feat. This is the most arousing
and powerful album Disturbed
has released yet.
"Ten Thousand Fists" is a powerful song to kick off the album.
The song illustrates the power
associated with everything coming together, whether through
religion, a song or the solution to
a difficult problem.
With this album, Disturbed
thrives on songs of power by
taking events and information
from real life and putting them
to music.
Many of their songs use occurrences that affect many people
and put a twist on them.
The album gains much inspiration from recent incidences
within our own country.
For example, "Deify" provides
a challenge to a society's tendency to label their leaders, promoting them to a God-like position.
Through this song, they present
the argument that the political
leaders are just as human as the
rest of us; they make mistakes.
This is a fact that many people
tend to forget, especially during
the difficult times the United
States has experienced over the
past few years.
Many subjects are covered
with "Ten Thousand Fists." Some
of these include politics, relationships and life experiences. There

is not one unifying theme — all
14 songs on the album are full of
the same energy and passion.
As with many heavy metal
bands, Disturbed injected controversy into the lyrics of most of
their songs.
The band encourages listeners
to debate their views on the government, war and our country's
current divisiveness.
Unlike their last album,
"Believe," with "Ten Thousand
Fists" the band has ventured
into a "moral crusade to expose
hypocrisy in all its forms," said
David.
As a whole, the lyrics are more
introspective and designed for
self-questioning.
"Ten Thousand Fists" is the
first Disturbed album that has
supported guitar solos.
The death of good friend and
exceptional guitarist Dimebag
Darrell inspired Dan Donegan
to write multiple solos for the
album.
His band members gave him
courage and support while discovering how truly fantastic he
was.
The animated cover art for the
album, done by Todd McFarlane
and Greg Capullo, accurately
depicts the feel of the album.
Disturbed's newest album is a
great CD to work out with, providing plenty of energy.
It also works well in the car
(just watch out for those speeding tickets).
"Ten Thousand Fists" is an
awesome album to listen to; it
challenges your soul and mind.
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"Stay" enthralls, The Rolling Stones implode
confuses audience with "A Bigger Bang" album
*****
STAY
20th Century Fox
RELEASE: Out Now
AMANDA GUERRERO

Staff Writer
"Stay" is a psychological thriller
that will make you think. If that's
not something you want to pay
$6.50 to do, I recommend watching something else.
Directed by Marc Forster
("Finding
Neverland"
and
"Monster's Ball"), "Stay" shows
Forster's creative flexibility as a
director.
The film stars Ewan McGregor
as Sam, a psychiatrist who is filling in for a depressed colleague
and must now counsel Henry
(Ryan Gosling), a troubled college student who reveals that he
will kill himself at midnight on
Saturday.
When Sam notices cigarette
burns on Henry's wrist and asks
how they got there, Henry tells
him, "I'm practicing for Hell,"
setting a dark tone for the movie.
The remainder of the film is
focused on Sam's desperate search
for Henry.
In order to help the young man,
Sam must understand what's going
on inside Henry's head.
He tries to do so by talking to
people who seem to have made an
impression on Henry.
Sam's perception of reality becomes distorted, almost as
though Henry is getting into the
psychiatrist's head.
Sam begins to forget and replay
different events. Even Lila, his
girlfriend, gets caught up in Sam's

madness and calls him "Henry"
instead of "Sam."
Another
odd
occurrence
involves Henry thinking the blind
man that Sam is playing chess with
is Henry's dead father.
Later, Sam thinks he has had a
conversation with Henry's mother,
who is actually dead.
If this sounds confusing, it's
because it is. Even Sam admits, "I
don't know what's real anymore."
Where is Henry hiding? How
does he know he's going to Hell?
What does he want forgiveness
for? And why do Sam and Henry's
identities seem to blur together
toward the end?
Although the confusion gets a
little overwhelming, it all makes
sense in the end.
Forster has included so many
small details that it is impossible
to catch everything in one viewing.
Forster also pays a lot of attention to shadows, reflections, and
lights. "Stay" is beautifully shot
and has images mutating and
molding into one another.
For instance, in one shot, as two
men walk behind a pillar, they do
a quick left-right flip in the second
that they are out of sight.
It shows that a lot of thought
went into every little detail,
including wardrobe, as in the
length of Sam's pants and the fact
that he doesn't wear socks.
The film also features the Oscarnominated actress Naomi Watts as
Sam's girlfriend, with acclaimed
British actor Bob Hoskins also
making an appearance.
Forster is trying to get the audience to watch "Stay" on different levels. Go see "Stay" for the
cinematography, if anything. It is
undeniably a work of art.

*«
A Bigger Bang
The Rolling Stones
RELEASE: Out Now
TYLER MILLS

Staff Writer
Let me preface this article by
stating that I've been a hardcore
Rolling Stones fan ever since I
began listening to music.
If you know your butt from
your elbow, then you probably also know that The Rolling
Stones have been responsible for
some of the greatest records of
the 60s and 70s.
Classic
albums
like
"Aftermath," "Beggars Banquet,"
"Let It Bleed," "Exile on Main
Street" — I could keep going,
but I don't want to exceed my
word limit with just a list — still
remain some of the greatest
examples today in superb rock
music. Even 1981 's "Tattoo You"
is an essential.
And while they didn't exactly
revolutionize popular music like
their Liverpool counterparts, they
certainly made records that were
equally as good, if not (dare I say)
better, than The Beatles.
Somewhere along the line
though, The Rolling Stones began
to lose their way.
Their music started to become
stagnant, and the writing got lazy.
The songs basically became parodies of their older work.
Maybe that fire had burned out,
and The Stones had gotten too
old. Maybe the group had reached
the bottom of the creative well.
Or maybe, after licensing yet
another song to the soundtrack

of some new Hollywood movie
(though it was cool when
Scorsese did it more than 30 years
ago), they realized that they were
multimillionaires anyway, and
it didn't really matter what they
released anymore because people
would still buy it.
So a few weeks ago, I hear
about the new Stones album and
how Rolling Stone Magazine (no
relation to the band) touted it as a
return to form, giving it the perfunctory four-plus star rating.
Then I hear the amazing single
"Rough Justice," and I think to
myself that maybe the hype actually is true.
If Dylan could have two
career comebacks (see "Blood
on the Tracks" and "Time Out of
Mind"), then why couldn't The
Stones have one?
Contrary to what Rolling Stone
Magazine might say, "A Bigger
Bang" is not a very good Rolling
Stones album.
At best, it's a second-rate
"Exile on Main Street" with a few
good tracks, and that's about the
nicest compliment I can muster.
Elsewhere, it sounds like hardedged contemporary jams that
your parents might want to rock
out to at their next supper club.
"A Bigger Bang" kicks off
with the rousing "Rough Justice,"
an in-your-face, stick-it-to-the
man opener in the same vein as
past gems like "Rocks Off' and
"Brown Sugar."
From there, it's a big step down
with "Let Me Down Slow," until
Keith Richards kicks it back up
with the cool riff to "It Won't
Take Long."
And that's it. Seriously.
The album climaxes, and
you're left listening to this min

uteman of an album and feeling
more than a little disappointed
as you wade through the next 13
tracks.
"Sweet Neo Con," a Bush-bashing diatribe, has lyrics so direct
and uninspired that it feels like
The Rolling Stones forgot how
to write a political song. "Streets
of Love" caused actual sap to
leak from my computer speakers,
and "This Place is Empty" gives
Richards the opportunity to do his
best Tom Waits/Cookie Monster
impression.
And if I wanted to hear a
bunch of California Raisin-looking sixty-somethings talk about
"breasts" and "booty," I'd get my
lovemaking advice from "Talk
Sex with Sue Johanson."
In hindsight, I may be overly
critical on "A Bigger Bang,"
simply because I know that The
Rolling Stones are capable of so
much better.
I know they've still got it,
because "Rough Justice" is their
best song in years. Save the
money, and download "Rough
Justice" (from iTunes, you
little thief — Time Out does not
endorse illegal filesharing).

Love blooms in film
******
ELIZABETHTOWN
Paramount Pictures
RELEASE: Out Now
AMANDA GURGANUS

Staff Writer

DATE:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2005
TINE:
8:00 PM
(CLEMSONUVE)
LOCATION:
McKISSICK THEATER
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
HENDRICK STUDENT CENTER; UNIVERSITY UNION
entertainment for you!

ARRIVE EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST COME, FIRST SERYEK

__

I went into the theater thinking
"Elizabethtown" would be a cute,
fun-loving movie.
I was wrong; it is so much more
than a romantic comedy. The people
are depicted very realistically, with
real problems and real insecurities.
"Elizabethtown" is a movie that
will make you think and inspire you
to do something with your life, even
if things do not always work out
how you think they should.
The greatest things happen when
you least expect them.
Drew Baylor (Orlando Bloom) is
initially a successful businessman
who, like so many before him, puts
his work before family.
He really makes something of
himself, until he makes a mistake
costing his company almost a billion dollars, getting fired in the process. On top of that, his girlfriend
breaks up with him.
The situation opens his eyes to
see what he had really done with
his life - nothing. On the verge of
suicide, he gets a call from his sister,
telling him their father has died.
The death of his dad at least gives
him a chance to experience family and small town life again. He
is swept away from his misery to
the small town of Elizabethtown,
Kentucky.
On the way to complete his
father's final wishes, he meets
a flight attendant on the plane,
Claire Colburn (Kirsten Dunst).
The extended look she gives
Drew before they part ensures that
there is something between them,
even though she supposedly has

an unseen boyfriend. After hours
on the phone, they meet again,
beginning a romantic adventure.
However, Drew is still surrounded
by death and confusion. But these
are just the characteristics of a man
who is about to embark on a journey
of self-discovery.
I thought "Elizabethtown" would
be a feel-good movie, but it turns
out to be a bit emotionally draining. The film's plot loosely reminds
me of 2004's "Garden State." The
journey of finding out what life is
about and how to interact with your
surroundings is a prevalent subject
that is often experienced by many
individuals at some point or another
in their life.
Orlando Bloom and Kirsten
Dunst have good on-screen chemistry. They are able to play off and
support one another well.
"Elizabethtown" is a movie that
covers many different subjects
of life. It includes the romance
between Drew and Claire, but this is
not the focus of the movie. The purpose of the movie is to follow the
course of Drew's life in the week or
so the movie takes place over. The
idea that failure is not necessarily
the end of life and great things can
come from it, and how some people
do not care what you do, but who
you are, are all covered throughout
the film.
Those people include family and
a few special friends. Drew finds
all of those throughout his journey.
As for the family in Elizabethtown,
Kentucky, all I have to say is
welcome to the South. For better
or worse, this movie provides an
accurate depiction of life in small
towns.
"Elizabethtown" is a wonderful
montage of life experience that
helps you to remember that the only
thing you can do is keep on going,
and things will fall into place eventually — generally when you least
expect it.
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Pretend to Laugh

by Jenna McKeever
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Social Commentary

Sammy McPsycho

by Jackson Nichols

by Alex Lay
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Ornament
Ablaze
Certified public
accountant
Ancient Indian
Transparent gem
Be incorrect
Chum
Afloat (2 wds.)
Shovel
Type of meat
Peter, for short
Mall
Ash
Loafer
City in Minnesota
(2 wds.)
Indian tribe emblem
After Wed.
Sumac
Lysergic acid
diethylamide
Air (prefix)
Fresh
Chew
Harden
Iraq's neighbor
Devil
Extent
Linings
Jews

51
52
55
56
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Rear
Speak without
preparation
Nerd
Short-term memory
Fasten
Screamer's throat
dangler
Sugar-free brand
Terminal abbr.
Bleacher
Cook
Fast plane
Immense
Computer memory unit
"The Iron
How a computer eats
food

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Composer Johann
Sebastian
Jewish scribe
Particle
Fox hole
Lessen
Festival
Internal Revenue Service
Grain
Passed
Wood
Esteem
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25
26
27
28
29
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31
34
35
36
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
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57
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60

Wild sheep
Mediterranean island
Elver
Long-term memory
Tropical edible root
Courts
On top
Goes
(without a date)
Formal "you"
Knitting stitch
Twist together
Diet
Heavenly light
Cozy rooms
Rook
Knocks (2 wds.)
Stripe
Lettuce type
Fishing line weight
Lanka
Fib
Abhors
Alters
Baby sheep sound
Center
Vale
Remain
Try out
Dole out
Seven
North American country
Weep

FKEfNANT...
or think you might be?
Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

And study abroad means
the University Studies Abroad
Consortium where you can choose from 25
countries. Come soak up the vibrant culture and be
transformed by the experience. We offer personalized
attention from start to finish.

WE CARE . . .WE CAN HELP

• Summer, semester and yearlong programs
• Wide range of academic courses taught in English
• Internships • Language courses at all levels
• Field trips and tours • Small classes
* University credit • Scholarships • Housing

Birthright of Clemson

A USAC representative may be coming to campus.
Visit usac.unr.edu for exact dates and locations.

654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

UNIVERSITY
STUDIES
ABROAD
CONSORTI

1USACS

USAC.UNR.EDU
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Widespread Panic Yellowcard to haunt Littlejohn
sweeps Clemson
STACY BROGAN

Pete Mosely (bass/vocals) are
beyond the typical punk band, as
demonstrated through their use of
ClemsonLIVE and TigerPaw pro- the violin to create a fresh rock/
ductions are combining their efforts punk sound sure to get Clemson's
to bring you Yellowcard Oct. 28, toes tapping.
2005 in Littlejohn Coliseum for a
The first album Yellowcard
special "Death in the Valley" event. debuted with Capital Records,
This Halloween-filled event will "Ocean Avenue," is quite recognizbe a great launch for the upcoming able for music fans, as the title song
spooky weekend. Doors open at 6 was fairly popular on radio stations
p.m. and inside, before the concert, last summer, and has also appeared
there will be free-with-your-ticket- on several television shows and
purchase events, such as hot wax, soundtracks.
light show, creepy games, photo
But they have much more to offer
booth, mummy wrap contest, a than just this one song.
costume contest (with prizes) and,
Other songs, like "View from
of course, a beer and wine garden Heaven" and their yet-to-be-released
for those over 21.
track "Lights and Sounds," are all
The headlining band, Yellowcard, great reflections on Yellowcard's
is a Ventura-based pop-punk group upbeat pop punk-rock vibe.
that have been creating a big stir
This upbeat punk is similar
recently.
to Simple Alan as well as Good
Band mates Ryan Key (vocals/ Charlotte.
guitar), Sean Mackin (violin/
However, Yellowcard want fans
vocals), Benjamin Harper (guitar), to know they are much more than
Longineu Parsons III (drums) and a simple punk band. They want to
Staff Writer

MATT MAGIELNICKI

While Panic originally intended to end the tour in Las Vegas
on Halloween, rising popularity
"What a town" was all John has given them the opportunity
Bell, lead singer of Widespread to play three consecutive nights
Panic, had to say as he walked at the Fillmore Auditorium in
out of Littlejohn and headed Denver in early November.
towards the buses after playing
Panic will also be playing two
for almost three hours on Oct. consecutive shows at the Philips
11 in Clemson.
Arena in Atlanta on Dec. 30 and
It was only the second trip to 31.
Clemson for Bell, who could
Ending the tour in Atlanta is
have easily walked offstage and a testament to the bands rising
blended into the crowd in his popularity, as this tour began
faded black flannel, blue jeans at the Fabulous Fox and is endand boots.
ing at Atlanta's largest indoor
Following the show, pianist Jo venue.
Jo Hermann gave the excuse that
Though it is unfortunate for
"We've got a lot of friends from fans who have gotten to know
Athens in town, so we had to Panic in smaller, more intimate
break out some old favorites."
settings, it won't be long before
Within minutes of walking they sell out Turner Field.
offstage, the sextet was in their
busses and off to Charleston to
rest for the next night's show,
which many agree could not be
compared to the group's performance in Clemson.
Among the out-of-towners
attending the show was Lauren
Klutts, who made a 600-mile
trek from northern Miss, with
the hope of seeing an amazing
performance.
"I've seen Panic 59 times
in my life, and this was by far
the best show I've ever seen,"
Klutts said. "Of the hundreds of
songs that they play, the first set
at Clemson could be made into a
greatest hits album."
While a performance of such
caliber is to be expected from a
touring band with over 20 years
of experience under their belts,
they still managed to keep the
audience on its toes with onthe-spot improvisational solos,
while also having John Bell put
down his guitar and pick up a
mandolin for the encore.
Fitting with the objective of
the tour, the Clemson show continued proving to audiences that
guitarist George McConnell's
integration into the band will
evolve the music.
Band members could not
offer any definitive date as to
the recording of a new studio
album, but while they continue
to showcase 10 new songs on
this tour, all written with
McConnell, a new release can
be expected in stores as early
as March.
While the show in Clemson
was towards the end of the
band's fall tour, attendees
of previous shows may have
noticed a change in the lighting
design.
The band decided to remove
dozens of vertical light panels,
which had served as set pieces
all year, in order to pay homage
to the band's lighting designer,
Dino DeRose, who was killed
in an automobile accident on
Oct. 3.
Staff Writer

be conveyed as a positive, uplifting band (though they also include
underlying sarcasm in their songs).
Their song writers and violinist
Mackin work together to produce a
harmonious rock pop with a splash
of upbeat violin rhythms.
The band works equally together
in continually trying to find new
types of chords and rhythms
to increase the dynamics of
Yellowcard's sound.
Opening for Yellowcard are
Pink Spiders and Acceptance. Pink
Spiders are from Tennessee and
can be classified as a '70s swinging
punk rock band, known especially
for their lively performances.
Seattle-based
rock
band
Acceptance will be covering their
latest album "Phantoms," which
was released earlier this year.
Tickets for students with CUIDs
are available at a price of $14 for
floor and $11 for bowl tickets. For
non-students, the price is $24 for
floor and $21 for bowl area.

Friday A/igtit October 2M

nmm nmm
Live Music with Two Step
$2 Bud Selects *$12 Buckets
$3 Bacardi Cocktails

Saturejay Mght
College Football All Day
Live Acoustic Music 6 til 11pm
$4 Van Gogh Martini Madness
Suncfau
Football! Football! Football!
Plasma TV's Everywhere!
Not a bad seat in the House!!!

naflcween ^oncjavj
Halloween Creeps on at the Wing!
$1 Mystery Beer
$2.5016oz. Coors Light Bottles
per Tuesday
Buy a Dozen Wings. Get a Dozen Free!
(5-10pm. Some restrictions may apply.)

Karaoke Night • $2.50 Pint Night (After 7pm)

Wecfnescfav)
Budweiser Uptown Trivia Night
$10 Bud & Bud Light Buckets
Tnirstv) TWscfav)
Dan Plowden Band • $2 Vodkas

Anderson • 119 Interstate Blvd.
STTPHEN LAREAUAl.ill

PANIC SPREAD THEIR MUSK: Clemson
welcomed Widespread Panic to
Littlejohn earlier this month.

864-222-4033
www.wildwingcafe.com

